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ABSTRACT
The document presents an indepth study of nine.,

selected-exemplary adult basic education (ABE). programs in Region 8:
Volunteers Clearing 'Houser, Fort Collins, Colorado; Utah Navajo
Development Council, Blanding, Utah; Adult Education Tutorial
Program, Denier, Colorado; Project SATE, Lemmon, South Dakota; Gates'
Rubber Company,:Denver,-Colorado; Clearfield Job.Corps.Center,
Clearfield, Utah; Jobs for progress, Colorado Springs, Colorado;.
Opportunities Industrialization Centere.penver, Colorado; and
Concentrated Employment .Program, Butte, Montana-, The. programs are
representative of cooperative- industry and State-administered adult
education programs and industry-sponsored and labor-sonsoed ABE
programs. Two or three day site visits were,made.to each program, and
observational scales and interview schedules, were used for collecting
prograkinformation. Descriptive/reports provide information on'
history, facilities, administration and staff, program, recruitment,
students, and evaluation. A concluding interpretative summary'-
suggests no one successful way to-work with adults in an educational
Process; however, themes common to several- of the prOgrams are job
preparation; GED preparation, and programs oriented to-student'
participation in society and .culture., with individualization of
instruction afeature common toall programs. Generally, the 'students
reprdsented 'disadvantaged gioupS and ethnic minorities, The program
observational scale.-and interview forms are included in the appendix.
(EA) .
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I.NfRODUCtiON

This report is of part of the work done on Project Number V0063VA.
The project was, funded as a grant from U. S. Officelof Education under
provisions of P.L. .91-230, Title III, Adult Education Act,_Sectiop 309(b)
Special Projects. .the' Grant Number is OEG-O-74-1817. The grant period
was from July 1, 1974 through December 3L, 1975 The title.of the project

Catalo in Adult Education Programs in Re ion VIII and In - depth Stud
of Se ecte Exemp ar programs.

The project involved the cataloging of adult education programs in
Region VIII asthe first phase.. The second phase was to conduct an in-

'depth study of nine programs in the;region. Thisireport presents the
results of the in-depth studies. The nine programs were intended to'be
three.in each of the following categories:

1. Cooperative industry and state administered adulteducation
programs.

industry- sponsored Adult Basic Education, programs.

3 Labor - sponsored Adult Basic Education programs.

The first task wasto identify programs in Region VIII that were in
one, of the three categories. Till's was done during the tAtalogingphase of
the project. For the cataloging phase, a person was hired in each state
to itentify the adult education.prograMs, As' part of their work,' they
were given the task'of identifying any programs in their...States that were
in the defined categories. In addition, State Directors of Adult Education.
and other knowledgeable persons were contacted. Throughthi5 process, .

forty programs were identified 'that had a-reputation of successful work
with adults and that might. be classified into one-of the three categories.

It was obvious.from study of the program descriptions that few
progrUs'could be classified into one of the tategories. One finding 'came

'through clearly. Few businesseS'i industries, and labor Organizations in
Region VIII are directly involved with Adult Basic Education, Many have
adult eduCation and. traiming Programs, but the ABE and GED programs are :
not included; Business, industry, and labor seem to be relying on agences

,. like community colleges,, public-schools, and non-profit educational corp-
orations for the ABE and GED needs;

. .

Many of Abe identified prograMs were operated as non-profit corpora-
tfors, and the decision was made that such an organization met the
definition of being a business or industry.' Most of the identified
programs were operating in contexts other thin aplblic school or community

liege setting. -It was felt that study of successfuT.prograMs in such
contexts would prpvide usefuland interesting information regarding alter-

.

native approaches tot adult education.

I
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The forty programs were contacted with a letter inviting their
participation. They were also sent a brief qUestionnaire asking for
further information about the program. Eighteen of the programs responded
of which fifteen indicated an interest in participation. Further 'screeniing,

on- the basis of size, type, and location, the nine programs listed blow
were selected. The category number *indicates the category Or categories
that seem to be the most appropriate 03.4sification of the program.

Program Category

1. Volunteers Clearing House, Fort'Collins,. 1
Coloeado

"
2. Utah Navajo Ddvelopment Council,. Blanding, 1

Utah

3. Adult Education Tutorial. Program, Denver, .

Colorado

4. Project SAVE, Lemmon, South Dakota L1

5. Gates Rubber Company, Denver, Colorado.. 2

6.- Clearfield Job Corps Center, Clearfield, 2

i
Utah . kt

. .r

7. Jobs for Progress, Colorado Springs, 2 and 3

\

.e
, Colorado

8. Opportunities Industrialization Center, and 3
.Denver, Colorado'

9. Concentrated Employment Progrim,_Butte, "2 and 3
Montana

Two or three day site visitewere made to each program by the project
director and a graduate assistant or t011eague..,The visits were made
during the time span of July to December, 1975.

Observatioh scales and interview schedules were developed as the
basis for gathering information on each program. Copies are attached as
Appendix A. The visits were conducted informallyandth-e scale; and
schedules were completed at theend of the dayfrom our,hotes and.Oneral.
observations. InforMation was also collected in.the form"of brochures,
materials, and other relevant items.

A descriptive' report was written about each program soon after the
visit. The report was sent to the program.adminittrator for reaction and

.correction.

The program reports 'follow this introduction in the order listed
above. An interpretive summary follows the nine prpgram reports. .

ii
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VOLUNTEERS CLEARING HOUSE
Fort Collins, Colorado.

Overview

1The Volunteers Clearing House (VCH) is a.non-profit corporation that
provides a variety of educational, cultural; and social services for .

adylts: VCH works primarily with Spanish-surnamed m theple, but e services
0. are not'restrictedito this-group. VCH enhances its impact by wor ing

closely with many sectors of the community; the schools, business and
industry, clubs, churches, and United Way.

roit Collins is a rapidly growing city with a.current
7
popU4tion

of about.60,000; The principal *layer in.the city is the uiriversity,.
but many residents are employed in industries in Fort Collins and nearby
cities. There is a sizable.ethnic minority group made up of persons of
,Mexican ancestry, many of whom livein sections of the city that might,

, properly, bb termed "barrios." There are several retirement and nursing
. homes in the community and the population of senior citizens. is large.

.

The university, the public schools, and the City Recreation Depart-
ment are all very active,in providing educational,*cultural, and social
services :for the community. -.Even so, 4t will be obvious from this report
that VCH.is reaching a.clientele that the other agenCies are not reaching
well_

k

History

The2Volunteers Clearing House was started in 1966. It was originally
'designed to have the function of organizing volunteers for social services,
and that is still its primary function. The local Council of Churches con-
tributed 11,000 to help it'get started and an ecumOlical foundation'
contributed office space.

VCH at first was involved With many Of the typical volunteer program
activities, e.g., transportation for elderly and handicuped, compdnion
programs, Meals on Wheels, and senicpr citizens' programs. VCH started many
of these activities in 'Fort Collins! Most'are still operating but.have
been taken over by other agencies. ,One of the strengths of VCR 4s that
it has not been an empire builder. lit has started 'many things,hut has
been willing to transfer responsibility if another agency is able to assume
the activity.

During the first year, VCH moved from the church to a small house in
an area of town that is inhabited primarily by persons of Mexican ancestry.
Apparently the staff felt that VCH should become involved with serving this
community and a move to'the community would facilitate.such involvement.

. .

Soon after the move, VC.H.started a program for .pregchoolers 'to
supplement the Head Start program of the school distribt. VCH 'also organ-

ized a recreation, program- for youngsters in the Community to which it .

1
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moved. These efforts marked the beginning of.as;VCH emphasis on education,
and through the years VCH has incrilased its efforts in education, espec-
ially adult education.

In 19680;VCH had to move again. With little money available it was
at a critical point in terms of continued, existence. They found a.building
(a former meat market) in an approprpte "location that could be purchased.
Donattons were solicited from various businesses and individuals. The
donations, along with a sulistantial reduction in price by the building
ownel.., permitted VCH to purchase the building which is now paid .for in

Ia.'. It is important to note that the previous owner is the owner of a
It al restaurant that specializes in Mexican foods.

The building was cleaned and remodeled to serve as an educational
and social center for the target community. The remodeling was dOne almost
eilifely with volunteer help from local clubs. These clubs cont+nue to
provide assistance to VO.with maintenance and improvement.

VCH moved to the buildthg early in 1969. The present programs of
VCH have evolved since this move.

Facilities

As indicated abiove,iVCH is housed in asbuilding'that was formerly
a meat market. The building is owned by the non-profit corporation.' The
building providestom for offices, some meeting space, a kitchen, mater-
ials display and st rage, and a child care facility:" The physical atmos-
phereis very pleasant; clean,,attractive displayS, and well-maintained.
It is in a location that is fairly convenient ffor members of the target
community. Two members of the staff, the parent education and driver
education coordinators, work out of the local Community Education facility
rather than at VCH. -.The VCH facility seems to be quite adequate for the
program, especially with 'the openiq of the Community Education facility
which.provides space for programs and.aetivities with which VCH is
concerned. 4.

Equipment; supplies, and materials seem to be adequate in terms of
quality ,and quantity. VCH receives many donations of equipment and
supplies from'Iocal businesses, clubs, and agencies.

The program has experienced some problem with obtaining materials
-that are appropriate for their audience. Consequently, the coordinators
have developed and are continuing to develop packets of materials. These
packets. contain material on,specific topics, e.g., driver education,
family health, food shopping`; etc., that are specific concerns of'many of
the students.. The packets 'contain commercial and f publications as
well as materials written by theVCH staff. The pa etstare designed to
teach the'content and to improve reading, language, and matheriatics
skills.

O
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Administration and Staff
(7 ,

Currently the annual budget for VCH is between $35,000 and $40,000.
About 40% of the budget i.s supported by state ABE funds; 50% from United
Way, and the remaining 10% frdm city revenue sharing money and other
sources. The state ABE support is through the office of the Director of"'"°
Adult Education of the local school district. The budget figures cited
above are "real' dollar" amounts that are used for some salaries and wages,
materials and supplies, and.dperatjng expenses. The figures do not
include the value of contributions in the form of volunteers' time and-

donations of materials and supplies from many businesses, clubs,.and
agencies in the community.

The intent is that the overall policies of VCH be determlned by a
group called a Yoard of Trustees. The board, which meets monthly, con-
sists of persons representing; various groups' in'the community. There
are usually about 15 persons On the board,' but the functioning group
varies in size as the members opt to participate or drop out. Replace- 4

ments on the board are made rather informally. When a member drops, other
members will identify possible ,replacements and, the VCH director will ask
the one to become a. member.

The Board.of Trustees has not really functioned is intended: It is
too large and, heterogeneous to functiOn effectively as a policy board.
Also, the manner of selection'of members is such that a member is not
really representing or accountable to a. constituent group and thus has no
specific-Iliewpoint to represent in a policy decision. The board dbes
functionyell as an advisory committee and also as a means for educating
the'community about VCH.
.

/ .
. , ,.

The above description is /not intended as a criticism. VD{ has seemed
"to function well using a pattern in which the VCH staff deterfaines.'policy
and procedure. The staff solicits and uses advice from the committ e and\
other persons, but the program decisions are essentially made by the staff.

/

, .

There.ere six paid staff members. The positions are listed below
along with a brief description of the positton and the person. in the

A

..

position. '

,,,
i

:

.

1. !Director. Theleirector has'overall administrative responsibility
for the program. There are some program responsibilities but generallA
these are delegated to acoordinator. .The director works directly withl
public relations and with identifying program needt,opotential sources 4f
support, and solicitation of volunteers.

t.
. , .

The present director has been In the position for about nine years.
She is traihed as an occupational therapist, and her interest and work.in
0.T. has provided a good base for her-present -ealle-10. adult education.
Her position is budgeted as e-25-hour-per-week job but e devotes' consid-

erably more time than this to the Rosition.

2. Office:hanager'and Coordipator of Volunteers. The person in
this position does the many required' office tasks; correspondence, .

8
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accounting, receptionist, etc: In addition, the position ...

with keeping track of the various volunteers'ani their7sChedules. ,The
large number of volunteers makes_tbe coordination task important and also
rather difficult. The position is budgeted for a 30-hour week.

The person in this position is an experienced secretary and office
manager.,.. -The did volunteer'work for VCH before being employed as office
Ta9agef.

3. Program Coordinator. There are three program coordinators at .

VCH. The ABE coordinator. is responsible for the various Adult Basic Educa-:
tion activities. The position involves teaching in ABE and also supervision
and training of tutors and preparing Materials for ABE activities. The
position is budgeted for-25 hours_per week.

'he Parent Education.cOordinator has responsibility for two activ-
ities. One is an outreach function in which the task is to identify,the
;needs of low income parents and attempt to match programs with needs. For
example, a.family may need transportation in drder for OM Motherto obtain
and hold a job, The coordinator might work to facilitate the mother
getting into a driver education class and perhaps in contact with some, kind

'of loan program to assist in buying a ca -r. The coordinator works with many .6

agencies- in performing this function.
.

The second function is to organize'and conduct parent education
classes. Such classes have been quite-successful-in. the Head Start program;
but those are restricted to Head Start parents. VCH and the schools have
recognized that there are'many parents who have an-iEterest in and could
benefit from such classes but who are not eligible to participate in the
Head Start classes. "Thus the parent education- activity 'of VCH.

The Parent Education coordinator workS a'30-hour week. Five hours
are paid by VCH and 25 hours are paid by state ABE funds Channeled through
the local school district. There is an apparegt dual'responsibility, but
there is no conflict because the expectations of VCH and the school's
adult education program are.similar.

A
The priVer Education coordinator is responsible for operating a

driver's ed'uca'tion program for adults. This-involves teaching sand also
coordinating with-the teacher on the Driver Education Range.

The ABE .coordinator ,is a certified teacher' with public school teaching
experience. While in college she worked with VCH and after some experience .

in the public schools decided that she. was interested in working with- .

adults. She works 25 hours a week at VCH and 15 hours a week in a similar
capacity with an-ABE program in Loveland, Colorado. ,

The Parent Education coordinitor.has assumed th4sposition-only
recently. She is an occupational therapist, While a student inec.T. she

'worked as'a volunteer with .VCH and also did some practicUmiintern type.
'Work witn.VCH'as part of her training. ,
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The Driver Education coordinator was a volunteer tutor at VCH who
was hired by the district Director of Adult Education to coordinate this
program. She is a college graduate with some'teaching experience.'

4. Community Liaison. The person in this position wofts with' the
target community -of VCH, the low-income group madeupof persons-of
Mexican ancestry. The task essentiallycis to-,provide a communication
linkage betweenmembers of the.community andliCR. ,The position is'budgeted
for 15 hours per week. , . ° :--

, , .
.

,

The liaison position is filled OS , a person .of Mexican ancestry who
is a resident of the target community: She is well-known,and an informal
leader in the community. She obtained her ,GED through the'VCH'program.°.
and was a volunteer. before assuming the present positiOps.

. .
.

.

. 1A.

5. Interns. The Occupational Therapy and the Adut.Education
Department4 at COlorado,State University place students'at VCH'for

,.. interhship/practicum experiences. The Parent Education coordinator was
an intern.

4

Interns typically work about 15-hours a week.

The interns do different things that are determined by their inter:
gists and current needs of. VCH. A former intern from the Adult Education
'Department'is now a paid staff member and is assisting with the ABE

. program and preparing materials. for the'citizeriship classes.

6. Volunteers. In the course of a ;ear, some 500 volunteers will
work with VCH in various capacities. The volunteers arediscussed in
terms of three general categories.

a. Short-term volunteers. .Most of the volunteers are in this
category (about 80 to 90%). The short -tent volunteer will wok for VCH
on a special task that is completed in a relatively short, period of time.
Examiges of this kind of situation are; painting, in the building, and
repair and maintenance of the child car center playground. These volun-
teers often are members of a club that works with VCH as a service

. activity.

b. Long-term volunteers. The volunteers in this category work
with VCH on continuing tasks. -Most.of the long-term volunteers are tutors
or teachers in the 'ABE program or drivers fornersons who require trans-
portation to VCH programs.

tiJ

Volunteers in this category are recruited from Clubs and from
the university. The local Newcomers-Clufr seems to be a source for many.

The long-term volunteers are asked to-make a yearqong,merbal commitment
totheqvolunteer progrm-with which they are involved. The volunteers
receive training from the coordinators of the programwith which they
work. Most of the training is.done on' an individual basis.

c. Special consultants. VCH is often able to.obtain specialized
help,on a volunteer basis. for example, a dieVtian'is currently helping

I ^
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VCH with establishing a nutrition curriculuoCas art of the Parent
.Education program. ,

, ' 4

program

The Adult Basic Education programs at VCH are in six areas as
defined below.

1. The Home Tutoring Program consists of twenty-eight.tutors work-
ing individually in the homes of forty students, ages ranging from 16 to
80. These stUdentshave eipreSsed needs for study' in English as a Second
Language,. Reading, Writing, Math, Consumer Education, Driver Education or

.Citizenship. Most.tutors meet once a week, minimum time one hour; while a
few tutors find time to meet two or more hours per week. The purpote of

,..this program is to provide an economically feasibliearning experience
on a one-to-one-basis in the student's own home.'

2. Las Mujeres Activas is'a group, of nine women, ages ranging from
.56-80 years,: motivated to learn English as ,a Second Language. -"LMA".
meets once a week for class- _at the Volunteers Clearing House where they
learn.practical English in connection with a classOp basiccooking skills
and social English through visiting and field The purpose of
this claSs is to provide an atmosphere far social growth Coupledi4with an
opportunity .to learn fundamental'English skills. -

3. The Toy Lending Library is a relatively new program designed
to involve parents in educating their own children-at home,'and'td develop
second language Skills. Parents have. an opportunity to'leach their.
children using.toygmthat deal with simple concepts such as:.colors, num-

.bers, Shapes, or sizes-.. ,For 8 weeks parents are given 1,6y per week by,'
the toy librarian who teaches these parents use each toy, then the.
parent becomes the teacher at her convehience in'her own home: The toys'

are made available through ABE funds sponsored by the local schools,'
the 1973-74 school year, 12' fatilies were involved, andas of November
19740-7 families have- been using-the toys.' The successt,of this apptdadh
to parent education lies in the fact that parents.have the'opportupity.W.
see themselves as teachers in a natur& setting much mc&e.conducive
learning than in the classroom. ,

4. Driver Education involves four groups of ap
4L
proximately.12

students--fon-1 yearly schedule) who meet once a week to prepare for ,the
driver's .license examination...This preparation includes traininvconcerned .-

with passing both. the written and on -the; street exams.: The eiass is)taught
bilingually and materials are prepared.bythe teacher.cr donated'.'. Students.
qualify who do not 'fit into existing classes-tueto
language problems r financial reasons. Mottvation;jor,thestu4ents is
high, because dtiv ng is a skill that has,become,a.necessity for mo6V
families to attain

O

5. Citizenship class is held once a week qt.the dolunteers.Clearing
House. Students prepare for the standard citizenship eXamination:which

Ii
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covers some history an' a thorough working knowledge._of our government..
The -exam is given orally, In Denver, so students are faced not only with
Yearning the necessary facts, but must respond in English. Thus, the
class is taught bilingually with- an emphasis on English oas a .Second
Language.

6. The Basic. Nutrition class consists of ten women who 'meet once -
a week in 6-week sessions. The women learn to apply classroom techniques
in preparingow cost, well balanced meals. The class is taught
ually so that both English and Spanish speakeri can transfer their view
knowledge into useful skillsat home. One of the six classes is spent'in
the grocery store in order to familiarile students with ccapparing food costs
and brand distinctions. The success of this class is measured in terms of .

a lower total food bill, or perhaps in better dse of food stamps andn
terms of more nutritious, healthy meals.

A seventh program area, Parent Education, is just Atting started.

The ABE program at VCH is clearly not oriented toward some clear
''goal, except for driver education. if the student wants a program that

is, academically or vocationally oriented they can go to the local school
distrjot which has a variety of occupational programs' and the traditional 4

ABE/GED type class. At VCH the.programs are directed at specific "'Hying
skill" needs that are common among the target groups., :.Stich programs.'
certainly fill a need and the response to them has been very PositiVe.

In addition to the designated ABE programs, VCH tries- many dings.
The director made 'a comment-that VCH can tolerate a program failure,
meaning that new things can be tried on an, experimental basis °Red
if they do hot succeed or continued if they do. This CH is offering,
or plans to offer the following:

- .

4

An-auto maintenance cotir
service and, do mifor tune-up:

2. An uphol
of furniture.

n- which the- student will lear'nto.
on "a car.

y .class is planned to teach. care 'and refinishU9

An, exercise or ,physical fitness class is being planne . -,,,- / - .. ,. .

.' -4. *Some interqting appro.aches-to consumer education have beentried -

and more are being-planned.. One approachjocuses on recycling materials
. such - as. clothing and wood 'products; At and crafts instruction also is
-used as 'a vehicle for consumer education. ('' . .'

, ...1
. . .s. u .2. s

A 5 . An-interesting child care program is being planned. The notion
is that. parents could use the child care:facility to take care ° r
children While the e-parentt do. necessary things-like shop, go t 'the ..

-doctoror dentist, or S'imila situations. ..As payment, the pa ent Would.,
*work In the child care facility;lfor similar length.of time. A ..fuetner
intent is that edatational -activities lie- provided while th -parent works

.-- in the child care facility, e.g., child developmenti. nutrition'', etc.

. ll

- I 2
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VCH provides child care and-Aransportatioa for
4

participants, rho
come to'the qlearing House for activities. Transportation is also ava'il'-

able for oth r situations tf oecessary such as to classes at-the Community
Education Cen er. The energy problem caused some cUtbaCk in transporta-

. tion services offered and this service-is. still:limited due 'to the high

lit

costs involved.-

k

,
. -

There are two important:pointsAnWthould be mentioned ps they
may be *portent for others-considering-a simllan program, The first
point is that VCR ha ad more suecess.with tutoring in the. than
having the tutoring ssions atahe center. When tutoring occurs ar"-the
center there was a r9currtng pr lem_Df.missed appointments: Two people
had to travel .to thekenter'and meet. This problem has been minimized
with home tUtoringo, The second -point is that VCH strives to not be a.. .

.charitable organization. Participants are asked to pay part of the cost
. of matetials or.be a volunteer in return for.services. This likely
contributes to a feeling among participants thatyCH 4s part of their.
community.ratherthan being another agency doing things.to them. ,-

'Students
0

' The Variety of prbgrams at VCH contributes to a varied group of
, particOants. 'The variation .is greatest in terms of age. '.Participants °

run the age gamut from, e ars to elderly. Actually, the child carp'
aspect' of the prograM makes the ..- nge even btpader.

. .

There are_some commonalities among'the pa iPanits, About 80% of
'the participants are,of'Mexican ancestry. About ha the participants-

, cannot read .or write'either Spanish or English although mosf,cap communi-
cate orally.with both languages. Most of the participants are Women with
a ratio of 80%, women and 20%.men...*

'

The ABE program at VCH has'eVolved into kind' f specialty program
for this-kind of clientele. The participant's are not as oriented toward

.attainingcertificates, dirlomas, or Job skills as.iri many programs.
Their husband* may, be, but- the local school system program' provides such.'

programs. TO NCH participants are concprned,with living effectively in
two cultures. They lftely areeffective in their own culture but have
difficiilty'in the dominant culture. ,Thus the.progeam is desig6ed to
provide skills that will.facilttate-participation-in or.at-least accommo-
dation to.the dominant.culture.% Buying food and clothing, health, trans- '-
portition, nutrition, communication with schools; Ihesa are the-daily
.concerns of the mothers'in.the target community. The.program helps them
learn to cope with theSe daily encounters'with the dominant culture.

Progress of participants is both fait and slow: There is'evidence
that the participants are quick to learn' many of the suriiival skills. P
General improvement in the academic areasis rather slow, howeVer.i To .

a great extent this slow progress is attributable to time. The participants
generally are involved for or.13 one to three. hours a week and their sched-
ules as parents, Workers; and cltizens.inhibtt greater .participation.

4
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This slow progrest.in'the academic areas is-a primary 'cause of
volunteer tutors becomIng frustrated ind,quitting. Often the new tutors
feel'that they can have'an immediate and.largeimpact. When it doesn't
occur, they become frustrated. The clientele of VCH is unique and it is
a strength of the program'that it is compatible with this uniqueneSs:
Successful tutors-and the staff recognize that the persons with whom they
work do not neednOr are they as concerned with becoming proficient in
academic skills'as theyare with increasing their ability to cope With.
the-daily demands'imposed by the dominant culture. Their own culture
provides well for most of their psychological and social needs, but they
.are dependent on-the dominant culture for many of their baiic physical
needs. Programs like that At VCH are effective.in helping them-adjust
to this dependency:

The staff at VCH has learned to work well with the cultural values
of theit clients. Of course, several on the staff are of the culture
which is beneficial.. One should *hot over-geneialize and regard all people
of any.ancestry to be the same. However, there are some circumstances
that seem to recur rather Often. A program working with a clientele .

.that the participants will seldomieriticize anything which makes it.diffi

similar to that of VCH,needs to be aware of them.,Seme are below

1. .Polileness is pharactertstit. The. staff members commented
.

cult to assess program effectiveness.

2. Time schtulet are not adhered to strictly. Appointments will
0

soften be Made and.m:ssed. Part of this is seen-as,due'td the politeness
charactetistic jn.that the persontwillagree to anlappointment rathet than
appear negative. 4Aso, the culture is not'oriented to time. The staff
has found _-that this problem can be reduced by. making visits and Calls to
remintrpersons'of appointments. 'Calls shortly before the appointment
(like one to two hours) have been especially effective. a

. ../
/
The family is a strong influence and ,the concept of "machismo"

is important to recognize; 'Program staff have worked and continue to
work to ain*corgidence of the commun'i'ty and family members. Through
results nd informal communications among members of the community, VCH.
now has gained the confidence of the community and. has less ,,problem in ...

this formerly.. It is still an important consideratidn, howeyer,
in eonta Ling and working with new potential participants.

.

Summary s.

Volunteers Clearing House is-a 'non - profit 'corporation that provides
educatidnal and social service primarily to members of peihnic minority
-community. Jitich of its work is supported through the United Way and from
donations of time, ,equipment, and materials by individualsagencieS,
clubs, business, and industry. The educational program is oriented first
toward teaching living'skills-and:secondAtily toward Academi skills. It

seems to be efficient and- effective in providing' for the,specia) needs of
the target audience. Its strengths are its ability to relate' to theo

14
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targeteLtty,itswillingnesstoeverimand innovate---en
to develop proceduresInd materials that ar appropriate for
the target audience,-and-Its patience 'in t forcing results
that are too often regarded as the only mportant results of
academic 1progress.-

, its ability
the needs of
in areas a
ABE, i.e.,

There are few apparent' weaknesses in the present program, There
are some areas of need, however, that they have not met. lio5t-obvious is

VCH has net had a great deal ot success in working with male members'
of the target audience. They are ;trying.things, e.g.,-parent education,
auto maintenance,,- and upholstery,/and hopefully, they can determitle waW
of identifying and meeting the needs of this segment:

. .

VCH clearty a program .that has achieved success in wor.king with
an ethnic minority in a. medium sized city and it is cost /effective.. The .

program has tried and accomplished much, and its experience should, be
studied by those that migbt be considering ,a siMilar'program-.

\I
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UTAH NAVAJO DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
Blanding, Utah .

e

Overview

The Utah Mavajo Development Council (UNDC) was organized in the
late 1960.s.to assist in the administration and coordination of the many
programs that were available to stimulate and facilitate economic' and.
social development of disadvantaged populations generally and also specific
programs for Indian populations.' As the name of the organizatiwsuggests,
UNDC serves the Navajo Indians who reside in the State of Utah specifi-
cally San Juan County. The majority of the Navajo in Utah live on the
reservation in the southeastern corner of the state. The are approximately
6,000 Navajo people living in this area which covers about1,800 square
miles,

The UNDC,Is organized Into four divisions, one of which is the
Education Division.' The EdUcation.Divis4on, in tutn,'consiSts of-three
departmentv,-Adult-Pre-school, Continuing, and Community. The Adult

* Education program is primarily oriented toward ABE and GED education.
. Pre-school education provides early childhood education for children prior

to Head Start and supports the Adult Education program by'providing child
care for parents so they are free to participate in adult learning activ-.
194es. The Continuing Education program is designed to assist those who
continue to posst-secondary programs such As college or vocational/
techniCal 44hools. Community Mil-Cation is on improvement
of communitt living through recreational, social, and avotational type
programs. .

Our.interestewas in the Adult Education kograimand that is the
focus of thisreport. The other programs in theEducation Dii/ision do
relate to Adult Education, however, and these relationshipsrare discussed
.where relevant.

History ti

. .

The Adult Education program of UNDC has been operating for three
years. It wai started in response to a recognized need that the'economic
development or the Navajo is closely tied to education. This is not_to
say that the NavajO.were uneducated. Indeed they are well educated in
many respects, but not in the mores and language.of the dominant Anglo
culture% 'To compete successfully in the economic sector it is 4sential
'that they beCome educated in the language and mores bf that-sector, which
.means the Anglo culture.

;.

. The task is big. Many Navajo are essentially illiterate in the
. English language, and more are functionally illiterate as this term is

commonly defined. Many of the adults over the age of 30 Ave had little
or no form41 education. The adults..under'the age of 3Dhave had more
formal education but the-vdrop -ctut rate.has been and continues to be.high.

11
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The program has experienced gradual but steady growth in number of
students since the start and the rate of growth appears.to be accelerating..
In the 1975 fiscal year a total of 163 adults enrolled in the program. In

the'first three months of FY 76, 147 adults have enrolled. Thus FY4,76

.should show a definite increase in enrollment over FY 75 if the pattern
of enrollment remains the same:

0

Administration

TheAdult Education program is one part' of the Education Division
of UNDC. The supervisor of the Adult Education programvis directly respon-"
sible to the director of the Education Division. Overall policy for UNDC
is set by a nine-member board. The Education Division. also has an advisory'
committee that meets monthly and advises on specific 'ed'ucational policy.

The supervisor of Adult Education also serves as supervisor of the
Pre-school mgram. He has been in this position.for about one year. As
supervisor,he.has general administrative responsibility for the Program,
recruits, hire, and trains teachers, assists with selection and develop- \
ment of curriculum materials, seeks out sources of support, and prepares
proposals...The Executive Director and the Planning Office of UNDC provide .

much input ib terms of support sources and Koposal preparation.

The supervisor has several years' experience as a teacher and has
spent much time working with the ,Navajo in .a chUrch mission and as' a
trader. Although:he is an Anglo, his experience ,with the Navajo has made
him sensitive to their traditions and needs. He is quite fluent in the
Navajo language which certainly contributes to his effectiveness.

Staff

The Adult Educatibn program has eight staff members; .six full time
teachers, a part-time behind- the -wheel teacher for driver education, and
a secretary. Waddition, there are several VISTA,workers who work.with
the Pre-school program and thus support the Adult Education program..

Four of the six teachers are college graduates and th other two
are working on their degree through extension courses.. Fou of the six .

are Navajo and all arevery familiar with the Navajo languag and culture.

One of the strengths of, the program is the training pvided"the
'teachers. Workshops and other types of in-service training are.provided,
often and regularly. The College of Eastern Utah andBrigham Young
University have provided excellent support for the training activities.
Certain aspects of the'UNDC program make the teacher's.task very challeng-
ing, and the extensive training support is important: This will be
obvious from the program description.

17
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Students.

The students in'the program are nearly all Navajo adults.' A few
Anglos have participated.and a few more may be, expected now that the
.program receives some State adult education funds. Also:a few children
are served with tutorial help. f

I

There were 163 students in'the program last year., They were nearly
equally divided in terms of sex. About half, were age 30 and under and
about half were over 30. One hundred three of the participants were
working on materials at the ABElevel. The other-60 were in pre-GED and
GED materials.

c
'Sixty-one of the students.completed.programs, sixty-four were still:

enrolled at the end of the year, and sixty did not complete provams.
Program completion is defited as completing course work for an nrollment
period which is usually of three months' duration}

Recruitment and retention of students are mljor challenges of. thi
program. These are discussed more extensively in the program description.

Program
4

A,point to be stressed in the program description is. that the Adult
Education program is conducted at six locations that are widely separated
geographically. Two additionaTlsites are being planned. The six lad-

N hat it is fourjours
tions are Blanding, Bluff, Montezuma. Creek, MexicrQat,Oljato, and
avajo-Mountain. Navajo Mountain is s9 isolated.
by automobile from Blanding.' The isolation of each site is important
because the teacherIs.responsible for most aspectsof the program at
his/her site, Also the separatioeoflbcati ns has implications for,'
distribution and use of equipment and.materi ls. The six learning centers.
are open five days a week with classes sched0 ed in the morning, afternoon
anti evening. The centers are open at least eight ho0r4 each .day. .

. The folloWing material taken from a progr im.document provides an
overview of the prqgram:

The basic education courses for adults in ludes the following:

). Oracy -- This course is designed to reach Functional English
/ and has. been specificallysprepared fdr .the LINK Adult, Education

program.. The model used in the preparation of the materials
for this course was Dr.' Eugene Hal1.5.eoncept-of Situational
Reinforcement. (This is a*relatively new'approach.to language
learning, emphasizing,releiance to conversational speech
patterns:)-1-The. Oracy Prdgram has been culturally oriented to-
ward consumer eddcation: Tapes have -also been preparedto
'supplvient the program.'

2. Basic Literacy and PhoniCs ,- This course consisted of teaching
(he alphabet, phonetics; manuscript writing, cursive writing .

and basic sight words.-
a c

-

4
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3. English'Grammar and Reading -- This course is taught from
language exercise books, grades 178 and SRA reading materials.

4. Vocabulary and Spelling.-- VOcabulary 'related to the studenf's
needs, employment and interest is taught. .

B. -Basic Math -- This course consists of teaching addition, suh-
tractjon,.miqtiOlication:and division. Culturally oriented,
films prepared by the San Juan'School_Di?trict are used to
supplement' ext material (i.e., Coyote Learns Subtraction).

6. Intermediate Math -- This course consists of teaching decimals,
'fractions and measurement.

7. Basic and Intermediate Science -- This course consists of
material dealing with such topics-as the universe,-air, water,
weather, plants, animals, the human body, health and how it
affects our attitudes.*

8. Pr4-GED -- This course consists of teaching reading, writing
and arithmetic skills in preparatidn for the more difficult
GED course. . . .

.A*. 9. ',GED (General Educational Development) This course is desighed
-to prepare ,students. for the Higi School Equivalency ExaMination. .
The examination consists.of fiVe "parts: Literature, English,
Social Studies, Math and Science. The GED Tests are adOlnistered
by the San Juan High ,School .

.10. High SchoOl Completion. -- The UNDC,Adult.Education Department
cooperates with the -San Juan High School by tutoring students
Who jackOnly a few credits-towards.graduatio. The students
,work under'the direction of a high'school teacher who assigns- ,

the course work. Through completion of,this program a student
may earn his high school, diploma:-

11. Drivers Education -- This course is an integral part of the
Literacy Program consisting of teaching vocabulary thaX is
relevant 'to driving Skills. Also, the teachers help the:tudents
in reading and understanding the Utah ..Highway manual.. This has
been one of the more popular and successful classes with a
-number of students obtaining their drivers licenses to_date:

Other clisses that ,are related more to vocational skills such as agricul-
turesosewing, silversmithing, etc'., were utilized extensively; These type
classes are provided by the Community Schools and the Community Education
Department.

Followind is 'a list of the major portion of instructional materials:
.

Oracy Manual
Steck Vaughn Programmed Reading, 'I Want to Read and Write, Adult'

Reader, Using English, Language Exercises, Basic Science-for
Living, and GED ,

4'
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Barrons GED .

Cambridge Pre-GED (Arithmetic, English and4eading)
SRA Reading Labs
Reader's Digest Adult Readers
McGraw Hill Drivers Education filmstrips . -

Supplemental Materials (Dictionaries, slide presentations, consumer'
related materials, books, .cassette tapes)*

Efforts are continuous in develOping curriculum that.is'applicable to
the Navajo people. The teaching staff is also striving t Oat-ea--
the courses with consumer related and cultural:V.4e. materials.
(End of citation)

Each teacher is resporellie7for teaching 01 11 components of. the,
program except the behind-the-wheel driver training Whichls done by the
part-time driver education teacher. One is reminded -of the-one-room
country schoOl when considering the teacher's task.

4

All of the instruction-is individualized. When a student enrolls,.
he/she is tested either formally or informally. The teacherand student
then.determine.the appropriate materials and schedule for'the student.
The student works individually with tutoring help fi.om the teacher.'
Clearly the teachers -need to be flexible and imagtnat4ve as well as
reasonably competent in a number of content areas.

_

Generallythe facilities, equipment, and materials are adequate
but not outstanding.*-More equipment is neededAn'ithat much of 1I has
to be shared Which is.not a desirableoltuationjc*Onsidertng the geogragh-
lea'', separation of the locations. The staffliiY-tleveloped'some materials*
in oracy and drivers education. TheYpTinjtol develop more as they are
able. Recently the,Staff redefined their program objectives on the
recommendation of a program evaluatioh.' This new set of objectiues should
be useful for selection, revision, and development of matehals:

O

Recruitment,cretention, and regular attendance are major problems
for the program and for the teacher at each learning center. Many approaches
are use&in recruitment. The advisory committee has an important function
in this area. Newspaperarticles, radio ads, slide presentations,.and
personal coWtact are alliused for recruiting. The. supervisor intends'to
have signs made-for the learning.centers to make-them more ,visibleisible which
should help the recruiting effort 4 'He also indicated that lie intended tp
work on recruiting 'pore tribal leiders'into the program which would provide
Visibility and respectability-for the program. It was reported that many
of the leaders could benefit from improved literacy in English, but .that

1, it was difftcult to get them to admit to this and participat.

The Drivers nucation program is' an effective recruiting device.
Learning tadrive is:an important desire and need of the Navajo. Many

enroll first to satisfy this need: In the process they are expoSed to
literacy training and often continue with this After completing the driver
training course.

20
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. UndoU tedly recruitment would be easier if there were a closer tie
between the educational program and economic advancement for the individ- .

ual. Unfort nately the economic situation on the reservation is depressed,
and there is'sorile evidence that the education will have' only :limited

economic'pay-Off in the short run for the individual. The UNDC is.cer-
. tainly working\to improve'this situation and there is some evidence.that

.

progress is berg Made. For example, the !ADC has established a home
.

construction program which is now reported to;be nearly self-supporting.
Many Navajo people through this program are leading and using the skills
associated with the hbme construction industry. 1-hese workers are also
participating in the,Adult Education program and achieving the "necessary
-Titeracy level assoiated with the trade, or skill.

. . ,r

The UNIX is working on other project ideas along the lines of, the
constructjon.projedt., As these ideas develop,. the- Adult Education pro-
gram sh961d have increased responsibility to provide the basic educational
program,to support the needed vocational training.

.- .
.

,
.. .

,

Recruitment-is a problem, but it is being met. There is evidence
,

that recent recruiting work is quite, effective. If the'rate of,enrollment
for the first quarter of, FY 76-isNaintained throughout the year, the
.FY 76 enrollment will, be at.least three times.as great as for FY 75. j

.
.Retention And regular attendance are primary responsibilities of

the teachers: Certainly theeeffort of the teachers to accommodate to
the needs, interests, and schedules -of the participants does,help reten-
'tion and attendance.- It,follows that staff:stability is important for
retention and attendance in that the teachers and students get to know ...
each other quite well. .It would be useful if a position could be ...

established for a- substitute teacher. Perhaps an internship type arrange-
ment could be'established with CEU or BYU. This person'could fillin
When teachers'are ill or absent forother reasons and thus prevent the
closing of centers for' brief 'periods. Anotheradvanta§e would.be-that
a back-up would be available to take over a.center when a teacher quit
and the back-up.Would. know someOing,about the,cedtesand the partici-
pants at the center. would. know something about the neetRacher. . Staff
turnover could be a problem for the .program. A new tWither has to. almost
re-establish the, program. Some back -up teacher procedure WoulThelp
preyent the loss of ground that would likely occur without-back-up

. support;

.. The Pre-school program should be very useful in facilitating,
retention and attendance. At the least, the child care aspect%should
...make if easier for young parents to participate.. There are also'exci
possibillties,or developing parent, consumer, and health education
programs. that involve the Adult and Pre-school program and perhaps the -
clinics.

Summary

In its...three years(ofexistence, the Adult Education program' at.
UNDC has made _good progress at a task -that seems almost impossible.

21
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There are many folks in a large area that could benefit and one could
easily become .discouraged with the magnitude of the task. In the 'past

year especially, there is evidence that the program has made excellent
progress. Enrollments are increasing,and the staff members are working
hard to..improve their competence and the curriculum. As UNDC devel'op's_
prbjects to:enhance the economic development of the regign, the Adult
Education program will be an integral part pf these projects.

.

. .

The Adult Education-program uses-spund educational procedures for
planning, curriculum development, and staff dev4lopment. The program
can expect to become inCreasingly'important in the lives of the Navajo
people.

1
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THE ADULT EDUCATIOKIUTORIAL PROGRAM
- Denver, Collorado. .

4

The following report is a description of the Adult Education
TOtoial Program (AETP) located in dgnvek., Colorado.

History

In 1964, Sister 'Cecilia ljnenbrihk,-Ph.D.; a Franciscan nun, con,
ducted a survey of Denver!s West Side intercity residents. The focus
of the survey concernedthereasons why urban youth did not complete high
school. Interviews with the respondents revealed a sizable percentage
of parents had not completed high school andvere:now very interested in
furthering their education, Consequently, Sister Cecilia Linenbrink set
out to develop. an educational program aimed at adulti- from Denver's lower
socioeconomic areas, and in 1964, employing St.' Elizabeth's School, the
Adult Education Tutorial Program was founded.

'Growth of the program during,the past eleven years hwBeeri very
rapid..-.. With an initial enrollment of 40 students and 16 tutors, no pafd
stdff, and a Aingle building; AETP during 1974-75 grew.to kprogram with
seven Centers,\over 300 tutors, 10 paid staff (6 full time); a 25 memb'r
Board of Directors, and a stddent enrollment of over 1,100 students last,
.year. In addition, over the first fen years, the program assisted over
5,000 adults,'with 400 achieving their General Educational Development
.(ED) certificates. The program evolved to also include programs ih
English as a,Second Language (ESL), Adult Basic EdacatiorL(ABE), and a
qon,readeil program for adults requiring fundamental rearing skills. A

large variety of adult have been served Over the past 11...years. ESL

students have consisted of Spanish, French, German, Japanese/. Thai,
thinese, SwahMf Swedish, Turkish,*Greek, and.Hungarian speakers. Ages
of students' have ranged from 14 to 80. '

AETP is now located in seven centers

I. Baker Junior High" School

2. Good Shepherd Lutheran Church

3. -Auraria Community Center"

4. Jose Valdez School .

Northside Community Center.

6. Sacred Heart School ..

7. Little' Flower Community Center
i/.

The growth of AETP fits beenrachieved as a private.nonprofit organ-
ization, funded by fOuridations, businesses, industry, churches, Denver

18
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. residents and the Colorado.Stite Department of Education. AETP anticipates
an upcoming budget of anproximately $300,000..'

Student Selection and Process

AEU' with few exceptions accepts all applicants to the-program.
Those denied admittance include adults-not living with-in a reasonable.
distance from -any of the program's centers, or-individuals who have been,
diagnosed as having,"serious learning disabilities." While some students
are not accepted by the program, most*of these applicants are of#ered
referral assistance.

Following application, students are screened employing the Adult .

Reading Inventory, Wide Range Achievement Test.(s ions: Math, Spelling,
, and Word Recognition).- In addition, the East Sid' HealthHealth Center sometimes

assists in screening. After academic testing, st ents receive instruc-
tion at indiviiduallytailored levels. AETP generally follows an "open
door" policy, that is, students are permitted to enroll a-rany time. ,

.
. .

Classes are usually held at the following times: Monday through
Thursday,9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.; Tuesday.and Thursday, 7:.00 p.m.. -
9 :00 p.m. (These hours have been arranged to accommodate parents with
children who are inschool and those who must work at various times during
the 40.. --- '.

.Student -tutor interaction is often one-to-one, although some classes
may be as large as 11 to 12 students. However, larger classes-are usually
ESL' where larger group instructioh becomes necessary.

.0Thecurriculum includes five content areas:

- SoCial Studies
- Humanities
''.-Natural Science - .

-English Grammar and Composition-.
- Mathematics .

.,
. .

Employing 'the above content areas, ,students are given' exercises
which offer training- in the following dft skills: -----

-Language 1

-Computation
k -Reading ..

*-Critical Thinking. . _

-Independent Information Gathering
-Working with Others

. .
-4?

Students scoring below levels necessary for ABE are given training
in the'non-reader program. Much of the content and, direction of this
program is determined(by the ingenuity of the tutor. Some examples of
methods 'employed in the non-readei- program are as follows:___LJ
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1. Learning to read traffic signs.
2. Counting money,
3: eating. properly.

How to read ads which save money on groceries.
. ,

Experience in the non-readers' program is therefore designed to deal
with adults not yet prepared to receive_training in ABE.

ESL

English as a Second Langauge is usually taught to larger groups
of students. During the, recent site visit to AETP, ESL classes included
Spanish, Oriental, and Hungarian students.-

4

A primary method of teaching ESL is the audio-lingual approach
with-groups engaging in discussions and. conversation. In addition,
students have access to tape recorders for speaking practfce. One of
the curricular materials now ,employed is the Lado Series.

Tutors

One of the major variables regarding the success of AETP is'the
use of all-volunteer tutors. These tutors are recruited through the
i-ecommendation of other tutors, local newspapers, church bulletins,
radib and television, and AETP staff. Volunteers come from a wide var-
iety of backgrounds: secretaries, teachers '('and retired teachers),
Musewives, students, and a broad range of other occupations. Ages range
from under 20 to,over 65. Most tutors have had college training.

SeleCiion.of volunteers is on the basis of phone interviews by the
two instructibnal coordinators (ESL and ABE/C ). It was noted that
tutors most likely, to succeed were those-who-were willing to 'be very ,.

flexible in dealing with students. Those having most difficulty were
those using certain-teaching-practices employed in the public school, \

I .-
..AN,

setting. t ,
.

. 4

As part of tutor training, all tutors participate an orientation.
1he'orientation sessions consist of reviews 6f-instructional methods, a
movie on'adult education,* and small group discussions, where. experienced 4 -

.tutors come in and discuss their experience in AETP. In addition to
orientation, tutors are given several hotirs of in-service training every,
temester:Trequently tutors begin by "sitting in" during ongoing classes
and are then assigned students. Volunteers work from two to four days
per week 'up to four hours per day.

. .
r

.As pact of continued training, instructional coordinators conduct
ongoing tutor evaluations at-least two times each semester.,' Observations
and suggestions regarding a tutor's performance are entered in a logbook.
Feedback is receivedwith suggestions which includeways of improving'
instruction,°curricular suggestions, as well as praise for.excellence.

1 s .
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Perij ps one indication of tutor satisfaction.with'AETP is the 70'
want i4tdrn rate.

Staff
4

AETP now employs 10 paid staff with 6 Currently full time staff:

. As Figure 1 illustrates, the administration consists of the director
and secretary, educational coordinator, ABR/GED Coordinator, ESL- .coordin-
ator, ana tenter. counsellors. The director.manages the program and is
Mainly responsible for'the external functioning of the program. This

entails community organization, publlcitY,"fund raising, etc. The educa-
tional_coordinatOl oversees the internal functioning of AETP. The
function, includes all'aspects of curriculuM and staff coordiKation. The '

two curricular coordinators, (ABE /GEEPand ESL) areiesponsible for curric-
ulum and tutor selectfon,.training.and evaluation... It should.be'nOted,
however, that particularly for the-slze of AETP there is overlap of
responsibility among the staff, sostrictly speaking there is not a strict
division of responsibility.

In addition to the administrative"staff, there are .paid center
. counselOrs and baby sitters.

. %

One of the major attributes looked for in the hiring of staff }°s the
ability to work in a flexible, non-traditional environment. I,was noted'
that-those accustomed to the public school atmosphere may have difficulty
adapting to AETP._

It was'atsornotedpatall.staff members of AETP are feaales. '

Several staff-mentioned t hat'in the tarly years of the program malestaff
Members had been' employed, but there were a nuMberof problems concerned
chiefly with divizsion of responsibility and detail which needed time and
growth to sort out. A second reason for the lack ofmale staff was-the .

relatively small' salary paid to.staff.members in the first years.
,

Evaluation

As part of the AET2 evaluation, staff, volunteer`', and students were'
asked-to identify.factors'contributing to the success of the program..,,
Results of this question are Summarized below.

4

-Since many of the adults that enter AEI:Fs haVe.bad unpleasant exper-
iences with "institutional" education; a large aspect of AETP's,success
is due to the informal .nature of instructfon. This informal atmosphere
was nod by' man, staff as consisting of the following:.

= Flexible .times in setting up classes
-Family-like:attitude of staff, and tutors
-Small classes

,
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(
Equally important_is-the use.of volunteer, tutors. Students come to

appreciate that tutors are not there for ary but are wOrking.to help
the students move at their own pace. Hav444been dut'of school for some
time; students appreciate the interest shown, by 4. dedicated tutor. Like-
wise, the tutors develop a deep respect for, the students in.their ability
to overcome large obstacles. in coming-back to school. 0

.

Interviews with. students revealed additional comments regarding
AETP's success. 'One student noted that the critical- reason for success'
was the fact that tutors build confidence-into the student.. The fact that
all the other students "are imthe'same boat" also-helps. Of particular
attractiveness to the student,was the knowledge that "tutorS'are there
-because they want to be there:" Following experience in'AETP.this
.particular.student mentioned an-increase'in'socializing.with other students
due to improved self-confidence.

Mailer student entered AETP Ohert it first b'pelied: After,s ral

months, he earned his GED CertificatO, which enabled him to achieve j
advancement. He. now holds a managerial position with a major insur .ance
.company.
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Ian addition to 'the strengths observed in the program, several
'weaknetses were observed and. are summarized below.

1. Some tutors have diffitulty in communication with students at
first, but improve with experience.and traiTing., Tutors from a variety'

..of ethnic backgrounds might be beneficial for the 'program.

. 2.' There appears to be several gaps,between:the ESL and ABE/GEO
programs. The first oneis a lack of continuity of instruction-for
students entering ABE/GED from ESL. More training with reading and

'writing. was suggested.in easing this problem and this-problem is being
resolved. The second'problem seems'to be atneed to 'continually build
good, communication between ESL and ABE/GED staff afid tutors so that all
may haw. a broad understanding of the program. A.potential remedy for
this .might.be a staff-tutor'"newsletter, aimed at reporting current new
approadhes, problems, pitfalls and'successes.., . ."

3. Another probleM centers around .instructional 'materials forl
ESL, Some suggested that, approaches other than Lado might be investi-
gated although the Lado materials have been useful for quick communication.

4. In addition, some ESL-tutors noted that lack of.dlas room space
was a problem. It is not uncommon to have 3-4 classes engagi g in dis-
cutSion within one classroom.

5- Several comments were made that there is a slight roblem with
division of responsibility. The director and staff are resell ing this'
by establishing priorities for positions.

Summary.

. AETP successfully reaches a large proportion of those t ff"
by.the more traditional and institutional. forms of education..
'AETP's success is due. to the use of'volunteer tutors.who provide-a flexible
approach to adult education. One must conclude that AETP is 96e of the
most unique,, cost effective, and successful programs available to adults
desiring to, continue her education.

One of the'future plans of AETP is to'provide.job-related training
as well as job placement serVice: Thit plan ts currently-being written
in the form of a Federal.grant proposal. Such a plan would necessitate
the' addition of new courses', counsellors, job developers, industry/AETP
liaison, and administrative staff.

Most currently; St. E1-the main center. of AETP, is being
vYiated as part of the Auraria renovation'.. This wili force AETP into

-e-1-14-t-i-11176Ccupy 'in the Fall of. 1975. Hopefully,
-the movewill not'be too disruptive to the program.
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Introduction

The Northwest Area Schools is a multi-district cooperative services
type educational agency that serves, ntne school distridts in six.counties
in the, Northwestern part of South Dakota. The agencif provides educational
services ih the three/areas indicated by the acronyin SAVE - Special, Adult,
and Vocational Education. This. report is focussed on the adult education
activitles of the program. Obviously adult education is a spedfic area
Of emphasis, but the special and vocational education areas are also
involved with adults. This report includes discussion of all of the adult
education activitiesTof the agency.

SPECIAL- ADULT- VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IgAVE)
Northwest Area Schools
Lemmon, South Dakota

Context

Northwestern SouthDakota is very much pf a rural area. The population
. of the 20p00 square mile. area served by the Northwest Area Schools is about

17,400. The economy.is based on agriculture and is quite stable, as is the
populatiOn: There is little unemployment in the region. Many young folks
leave the region Upon graduation from. high school, howeVer, because of
limited employment opportunities.

There is a sizable Indian population in the eastern half of ,the region.
The Indians are Sioux of the Standing Rock Agency.

Organization and Administration

. The Northwest Area Schools is an agency of-the type'that is often
0

referred to as a beardbfcooperative services. It bas been in operation
for about four years. It provides service's to the nine participating
school districts on a contract basis. Each district pays an assessment,to.
the Northwest Area Schools based on services'and student enrol'iment. The..
Northwest Area,Schoolsis a legal entity in-the state for the vocational
program only. It cannot levy taxes but it, can contract with- funding
agencies such as the Federal and State government. Thus part of its
support comes from the participating schools and part through contracts.
-There is:also a small amount of support from business and industry to the
vocational programs..*Approximately 75% of the budget is Trom district
assessment and 25% from contracts.

. Thepolicy-board for the Northwgst Area,Schools consists' of one
k school board member from each of the participating districts. This board

Asets overall policy. The nine district Superintendents are an advisory
committee that helpsin implementing poljcy..: There are some jurisdictional
problems between the policy board and.the,advisory committee, and thought
is being given to establish asingle policy board. . .4
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The office of the,Northwest Area.Schools is in 'Ammon, South Dakota.
The program operates in the schools in Bison, Buffalo, Dupree, Faith,
Isabel, Lemon, McIntosh,s McLaughlin, and Timber take.

Staff
.

The administrative staff of SAVE consists of a Director, a Super-
visor of Special Education, and secretarial staff. There is provision for
supervisors of adult and vocational education but presently these programs
are administered by the Director. There was a supervisor for adult educa-
tion prior to this year and much of the success of the adult-education
program'can be attributed to this person's work. He is now a high school
principal, in the region. This position will be filled when a. suitable
replacement is found.

The Director has,a good general background for his position. He

has teaching and administrative experience as-well as an agricultural
occupation background. The program operation reflects leadership by a
person with:§trong qualifications in educational program development and
administratir.

Program

--An adult education program is offered at each of the nine partici-
pating-schools. The offerings are in five general areas; ABE/GED, general
interest,'vooational, professional in-service, and parent education. ,At

each site, a person is employed as a recruiter. This person has respohsi-
d bility for determining interest and need and for organizing the program at

.the site. Five of the recruiteR-are-a-4o. eachers in the program while
the other four are persons4associated with the -sc

The five general program areas arediscussed separately'beloW-in
terms of content, students., and staff.

ABE/GEN The Aallt Basic Education program has been an important
emphasis'` the start,, and this program is offered at each site. As

----with-most:rural areas in the midwest, the school drop-Out rate is quite
low, espeOally through the eighth grade. Consequently the .ABE program
is really more at the GED level.. Most of thestudents are at a level
where attainment of the GED or a high school diploma is a reasonable
expeciation. Last year there were 78 persons enrolled in.the program and
40 attained the GED. The success rate on'the GED test is nearly 100%;

---__ _The 'progralfis very Much oriented to.the GED test and most of the teachers
rely heavily on the Cambridge series. While the success rate is commend-----
able, the Director expressed some concern that the program was oriented
too much,toward passing the GED. He felt that the content might be made
more practical without sacrificing the success rate.
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Enrollmght this year is somewhat :lower than last year. Thft.might
be due in partcra reduced number or-adults needing the program andalso
to the fact that the. adult education program has not .had a full-time
supervisor thl'i year. One indication -that the program should cont4nue to..
be emphasiied is that in one community the enrollments increased greatly
this year due to vigorout recruiting. Furthermore,,much of the increase
was from enrollments by persons who were at a lower level of functioning
than GED. it may be that there.is a sizable. number of.ABE level. adults.
still.to be served in the region.

.

The ABE teachers are part-time as :adu ).t teachers andare paid an
hourly Wage. They receive pay for one .hour of preparationtime for two
hours of in-class time.. Sven. of the present teachet's are.eleMentary
School teachers and the -other two are secondary teachers. The Director
stated a general preference for elementary teachers in ABE because
seem. to be better able to individualize instruction and to deal witrsome
of the learning problems-.,..This was a general statement, however. Each,

teacher-is hired on,thObasis 'of his or her interest in. adults, ability
to teach on 'an individual basis,.and general subject Matter competence =

'rather than a degree 'qualification. Teacher turnover hai been somewhat` of'.
a problem with the program.: The part-time nature of the program and the.
evening wprk probably contribute to..this problem. Staff training is thine-

in various ways:- Each'year,the program has- two one-day workshops for the
ABE teachers. The supervisor." (this year, the Director) does staff training'
informally during regular visits to the programs. Next year the intent. .

is to expand staff training with a travelling curriculum development van.
Thisvan will be staffed by.a person who .will visit each school on a
regular.schedule and assist teachers with curriculums materials and methods.
Thesvan will not be only for the ABE teachers but it is likely that-they
will; benefit from it.

Students in the ABE program are recruited in various ways. The most
effective recruitment comes from a student recommending the program to
another, but the program is alScradvertised well in papers and over the
radio. When the student enrolls, ci determination is made of the needs of
the student. Some teachers,do-thts throbgh informal interaction with the
student while others administer tests such as the ABLE. Based on'the
assessment, the students then work individually on materials provided by
the program.,. The teacher assigns materials and assists the student'when
necessary. Students usually attend class one evening a week for two hours.
Many of the students take materials home, however, and study at home. We _

observed one studentwho had completed 63 pages in a workbook during One
week.

'The ABE students can be typified as follows in terms of modal
characteristics: equally divided in terms oftex, in their mid-30!s in
terms of age,'e0Oloyed or the family head is employed, working on their
GED, from a wide range in terms of income, and from an agricultural back-
ground. The modal time in the prograil is six months and.most complete
their GED in this.time.
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General interest and vocational. These areas will be discussed
together because they are hard 'to separate in the adult"pnagrami One of
the unique programs of SAVE is in vocational education. Nine mobile units

- have been purchased and equipped for the following vocational education
programs: building trades; quantity food preparation; general metals;
electricity-electronics; agricultural technology (plants)4' agricultural
technology (animals); general mechanics; health; and sales and distribu-
tion. The primary purpose of the mobile units" is to provfde a comprehensive
vocational education curriCulum foi-the seconlary students in fhe nine
districts, The units are rotated among the schools each semester so that.

. each school has.a different vocational type program each semester. The
'teacher, who move with the units, are certified vocational teachers.

The mobile units are also being Ad inadult education. The
teacher's contract specifies that the teacher will teach two nights a week's
if there Is sufficient demand for night classes. Thu5 the mobile units.
are being used effectively to expand the adult education program.

4.

The adult classes in the mobile'unifs Are more general interest than
vocational,'however,-so that the general interest kind of adult eacation
has been-enhanced. Even without the mobile units, SAVE hasdeveloped a
very comprehensive program in the general interest areas. The following-
list is of topics offered during :the past two years.

(I

Square Dancing
,Social Dancing
Sewing
Stitchery
Crocheting.
Knitting
Upholstery
Flight Ground. School
Wills, Peusts, and Taxes
Arts and Crafts
Golf
Fur, and Fitness

Bridge
Painting
Leathercraft
Building Trades
Cake Decorating
Brick Laying
Horsemanship-

.

Bookkeeping
MeatcAting

. Auto Mechanics
Guitar e.
Interpersonal Communications
Macrame
General Metals
First Aid
AdricUlture Technology'
Secretarial
Typing
Arc Welding

,.Acetylene Welding
Small Appliance Repatr
Sheet Metal
Electric. Motors
Electronics
Electrical.Wiring

4

This is an impressive list, especially' when one considers the population
base and the, fact that adult education is'competing with many other activ-
ities. Last year it was report had contact With over1,500
adults In the region. Admittedly a large number of these were for one-
time programs. This year therePare some 400 adults enrolled for the

. classes, that is, activities that meet once a week fora period of about -

ten wee4. SAVE hascolearly developed an effective general interest adult
education program.

32
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Classes in'the general interest areas are 'organized OR the basis of
interest and availability of teachers. Teachers of general interest
classes are hired on the basis of their havinlhcompetence in-the content
area. Some are professional teachers, but more are-community people'who
have knowledge and competence and an interest in teaching it to other's.,,

6

Tuition is charged for the general interest clasSes at the rate of
about CO per contact hour.' The intent is thatthe general intere&-
adult education classes will be self-supporting. 'The rule is not rigidly
followed, but generally a class needSeight enrollees or. it is dropped.

t' Parent educkion.',...The special eduCation program of SAVE has a parent-,
education component in the -early Childhood program,- Parents' of about- sixty
children are involved. Program staff conduct monthly meetings with parent

2
groups and alio spend time in the home.- The toy-lending library idea is
used to help parents learn to work effectively as teacherSof their children:
Not only does this program provide direct educational services to adult's,
but it also probably serves as a stimulation to participate in other adult
ekcation.programs.

A

Professional in-service. The Northwest Area Schools coordinate the
extension classes that are offered in the region by various colleges.
Presently classes 'aet offered in School Administration and Elementary
School Curriculum.' In prior years classes-have been offered' in School
Finance, School LaW, Ethics, and Lakota Language. Most.of the extensidn
classes are taken by teachers as'part of "their professional in-service
development. . ,

SAVE also conducts in-service work for the schools-in the region.
The curriculum van, mentioned earlier, will provide an important addition
'to this kind of adult education activity. A;

a

Summary

Adult education in rural areas is often regarded as a nearly
impossible task. Low population density makes it difficult to attract .

sufficient numbers to justify classes. Furthermore, adults in rural ireas
are often heavily involved in school, church, and community activities so
that adult education competes for the tinig of a clientele'thatAs already
heavily committed.

SAVE is demonstrating well that adult education can thrive in rural
areas and that it doo serve some unmet needs and wants of rural people.
The' program is not mANginal. Enrolments and variety of offerings'are
high and there is:indication that the adult education program will become

'even-stronger.

There is no secret formula for the success. It appears that the
prograM's effectiveness is attributable to much hard work by competent

t4.
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people who have interacted-in the communities, to determine needs and
establish programs.

The program has some recurring problems that should be mentioned.

1. Distance is a very real problem. We traveled' 350 miles anti.were
in eight of the towns. The task of adminiiterin4 such a wide-spread .

program is clearly difficult. The Director does tray to visit each location
at least bi-monthly,and feelS this contact is essential.

2. Staffing is
The vocational teachi
to teacher turnover.

4 to attract them. It

to be a twoblem.

a problem. Part-time teachers are hard to hold.
ng situation with its many moves also contributes
The program has to pay the teachers relatively well
is likely, however, that staff turnover'will continue

3. The Northwest Area Schooli does not have direct control over its -
funding: The, resultant uncertainty ,of money probably tempts the staff to

0write proposals just- to get more 114 I t is commendable, however, that
the staff -and the pol icy boardWve 'aft< entered heavily into. the .grantsmen-
ship game. Proposals are vritten onilthe.basis of a total, program concept
and not- on the basis of getting money. This is certainly sound policy.

The SAVE program of the NorthWest Area Schools is impressive. Much
is being doneand w4 expect that much mare will be done. Rural schools
and boards ;of cooperative services /would be well advised to study the
program-Rnd proce ures of SAVE. (

3A
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GATES RUBBER COMPANY
Denver, Colorado

Overview .

The eduCation and training program at"Gates'Rubber ConipanyoperaXes
in an industrial setttng. As would be eipected, it'is oriented very much,
to providing the education and training activities that are important to
the induitry. The concerns are with productivity,' safety, jgdo develop-
ment, equal employment opportunity,'and worker satisfaction. The program
uses many techniques'and resources to accomplish its purposes, and it
seems to be quite comprehensive especially.forthe limited budget with

.,' which it operates% .

History.

Gates Rubber-Company has had an education and training office for
many years. The program is presently wing through some*reorganization-
duesto a change in perSonnel. There is some indication that the program
may be expanded' with a-projpcted budget increase.

Facilities

The facilities for the education and training activities are in,.an
administrative office building of the plant. The plant is highly central-

. ized so that the facilities are easily accessible for the employees.

The.administrative'offices for the education and training program
appear to be adequate. There are twoclassrooms available,' each of.which
can be divided with a room divider,. The classroom facilities are not
outstanding but seem adequate. The program, director expressed some
dissatisfaction with the classroom facilities, especially for group inter-
action type work.

. ,.4
f w V 6

The equipment and materials used in education and training appear to.
be up-to-date. The program director is-well-informed about various kinds
and sources of appropriate materials, especially film series-and packages
or modules. .Most of the'materials used seem to be commercial rather than
developed in-house.

Staff

The edUcation and training program has Wee full-time stiff member
whojidminister and coordinate'the various.actiOties. . Two are in the
education arta training office and the third is the training coordinator
for the apprenticeship programs, The full-time stiff members are not
certified teachers, but have developed as professional educators through
experience and participation in many - self - development activities. Generally
the:full-time staff do not teach;itheir function is primarily coordination.

A
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Teachers ai"e recruited from many sources. The majority are employees
who have an identified expertise in an area and who have a reputation for
being able` to perform well iminstructional situations. These instructors
are not trained in .pedagogical techniques except that the staff may give
suggestions informally. They will often pe trained in the content area.

-by attending. a workshop or conference and-conducting a session over the 4

content of the workshop on their return.I For example, we observedfra
session for foremen on planning and effective use of,time. The session
was conducted by'two men who had'attended a. conferehbe'on the topic.

There is*.a close relationihip between the, Gates pixogramlnd the Emily
Griffith Opportunity Schoo) in Denver.1 This connection will be discussed
later in the'reporst under the section filled_ 'Program," but in those areas
where the' arrangement is used, the teachers may be certified teachers of
the OpportimitySchool.

V

Program

There are many facets to the Gates program. BeCause our concern
.. ;,is primarily with basic education we will attend to those activities first

. and-then describe other facets of the program.

tI

As mentio ed earlier, the program is determined by the needs of the
.-, .

.company and the. mployees. When a need ,is identified, the education and
'training staff make arrangements to satisfy the'need.' They can and do
identify the resources to meet the need.

. ,

Two years ago, it was determined that a number of employees could
benefit from a GED course. The course was offered and twenty employees
completed it.and took the GED. Eleven of the twenty passe:1'0e test. A
similar course was offered last year but only one person registered. There
are no plans to offer it now, but it is clear that the program is able to
provide basic education should the need arise.

y .

Basic education in mathematics is taught on an on-going basis in.
the apprentice programs. Apprentice programs are provided for employees.
in the engineering/maintenance shops. Most of these employees are in the
skilled trades of electrical, mechanical, pipefitting, machinist, instru-
mentation, and air conditionin?. y

*

4.

To enter anapprentice prograth the person.must-have the GED. or a high
school diploma.. Experience has shown, however, that most of.the persons..
entering the apprentice program need a remedial course in mathematics.
Ratio, proOortionsi'and.decimal fractions seem to be the common areas of
weakness. COnseqbently a math course is offered and.taken by nearly every-
new person. The course is idividualliged and each student progresses at
his own rate. The teacher.is usually an- engineer in.the plant or an
instructor from the Community ColleRe of Denver.

The basic education activities comprise only a small part of the
total-education aridtraining program.. As indicated above there. Isla

36
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-Comprehensive apprentfce program. Many skill's kinds of classes are
offeftd.in ehe area of office occupations and-interpersonal relations.
These classes are provided in a cooperative arrangement withthe Emily'
Griffith Opportunity School. The Opportunity School is.part-of the pub.1-417--.
school system. 'The classes, and also the GED Course, are run through_the
Opportunity School but the classes are"taken.at Gates. The Masses are
open-to the public but most-of the participants are Gitesoemployees.
There is-no tuition as the -Opportunity School is tax-Supported; and the
student has to-p0* only for part of the course materials. The classes
are offered after work hours. The level' of-participation in the classes
is quite good in terms of numbers enrolled. ThediVector indicated that
a considerable amount of time is spent in personally contacting employees
and encouragingstheir enrolling. 'This likely is an'iMportint contributor
to the gOod enrollment figures. h

4
.An important part of the education progradis .the education and

training of supervisors-and foremen. It would appear,that aboUt half of
the time and effort is devotedto this kind ofr-taining.- A large variety
of classes -and workshop's are provided. over the'range of topics that are
usually associated with training of supervisors.

Summary

,
Basic Education is not emphasized in the Gates Rubber Company educa-

tion and eraining.program in terms of time and effort. Most of the -

education and training effort is devoted to apprentice programs, skill
development for Iine Workers, and supervisory thining. Yet the program ,

is flexible and.it is clear that basic education can be and is provided
when the need arises. Furthermore their experience in this.varea has been,
quite successful. It is likely that attention to basic education as well
as supervisory training and apprenticeship.programs will increase as, the:.
company strives to encourage women and minorities to take part in the
various programs. 6

go.

The Gates education and training efforts for the most part are
rather typical of efforts in 4usiness *Industry. A rather unique
aspect of the Gates program, wever, is the,cooperative arrangement with
the Emily Griffith Opportunity School. .This arrangement certainly expands
the alternati-ves available.for Gates employees and provides the program
with a valuable resource for meeting company and employee needs. The'

, .

arrangement may well be a 'model worthy 'of adoption bylother industries and
public school adult education programs. -

,o



- JOB CORPS CENTER
Clearfield, Utah

Overview

The-Clearfield Job Co0s.Center is in Clearfield, Utah, which is,
just outside of Ogden. Wis a residence education and training facility
for young men.. The students come-to the center from large urban centers'

..and receive basic education and vocational training. It is a:large center
with 1,000 to 1,200 studentt enrolled at ahy.time.

filtitdry

The Clearfield Job Corps Center was started in 1966 as an Urban Job
Corps Center. The Thiokol Corporation has .operated the center since its
start. Thiokol became involved in this work because'-of an intent to..
diversify the activity of the corporation. They-had-developed'a strong
in-house training program which encouraged the corporation to become
Involved in education. and training-as part of the diversification intent.
Thiokol also operates.a Women's Job Carpi Center in Atlanta, Georgia.

Facilftles

,
Thq.Clearfield Job Corps. Center is housed in'a part of .the Freeport

Center, which is primarily an industrial/commercial warehouse, storage,
band distribution complex. Freeport was a U. S. Navy supply depot and the
entire complex has ja military appearance.

The campus-Of the Job Corps Center is on an 80.acre part of Freeport.
The buildings Were administrative, service;-and warehouse facilities of
the Navy depot. The buildings are roomy and have..beerl made functional for
the purposes of Job Corps. Most of, the buildings are of World War IV
vintage. An important exception isthe Martin Luther Kingfieldhouse
which-was built as a-facility for Job Corps: The fieldhouse contains .

facilities for swimming, bowling, basketball,.wrestling, boxing handball,
gymnastics, and arts and crafts activities:

Adzinistrative offices and the academic,education program are housed
to a building that was an administration building of the supply depot.
Vocational education is conddcted in-several builditigs including a service-
man's club, & cafeteria, and warehouses. Residence halls ye converted
warehouses that have been remodeled by students and staff into attractive
living quarters. _

Staff

. r

. There are about 270 professional and clerical staff at Clearfield.
'About 110 of these are associated with the educaticinal program and the

33
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remaining 160 work with the group life program. Group life refers to those
aspects of the center that, are not specifically in academic or vocational
education such a$ dormitories, off-campus activity, health Services, etc.
Our concern was primarily with the educational program and the report deals
only-with that area..

The educational program is administered by a person called the.
EduCational Director...He directs the overall operation but has more-
direct responsibility for the academic;And avocational areas than the
vocational. There is a vocational director with direct responsibility-
for those programs.an a coordinator of academic prPgrams. Each vocational,
and.academic area has a person who serves as a department head.

The academic staff membert are all certified teachers. Some of the
vocational teachers are certified while others are not

There is remarkable stability -on the staff especially among the
vocational teathers, several Of whom have been on the staff for nine years.
Several academic teachers also have long tenure, but there, is more turnover
among the academic teachers. There is a tendency for young idealists to
join the academic staff'and they often become disillusioned rather quickly.

.The director and several staff members characterized the successful teach'''
as a person who was a "father image, 1st Sergeant type." 'Essentially they

k
meant a persob who could relate to young men, .but who also 0 uld rdwould
enforce the rules. It was interesting that a number.of the eachers were
retired from the military.. It should be stressed that the t,chers were' ,

sincerely. dedicated to their task. They.verbalized a social 1 tion.philo-
sophy but were realistic in expectation of what coad.be accomplished.

t

The. teachers. a 12-mOnth year with a two-week vacation period.
The pay 4 competitfve with teaching positions in the area Some vocational
teachers felt they could earn more in- their-trade, but they did also feel
that the pay differential was compensated' for in- part by the personal satis-
faction.. The'staff are employees of Thiokol 'Corporation and participate in
the corporate fringe benefits. The staff do not'seem to-identify strongly
with Thiokol, however. *They seem to.regard themselves more as civil service
employees of dab Corps than as corporate employees.

Staff training occurs primarily as on-the-job training. When.hired,
the new teacher receives some orientation frail the supervisor and will then
work with another- "teacher for a week or two. The rather constant teaching
schedule does riot allow formuch additional training or renewal type
activity. . .

- ', It should be stressed, that thetteachers must be quite flexible. The
instruction must be highly* individualized becausiistudents are continually
entering and lqavfng the programs. lhe teacher thusis constantly con-.
fronted with new situations and muit adapt to them as theroccur. The
teachers at Clearfield seem to respond 'to this circumstance very well.
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Students t

'

Twenty-five thousand students have attended Clearfield sinc'the.
start. At any time the center his 1,000 to 1,40 students in attendance.
Most of the students4come from large urbatl areas on the West Coast-although---441-
some are, from other urban areas in the. U. S. Si4arpfercdnt of the students
.are Black-,20% are Spanish speaking, and the remainder are Oriental, Amer-
indian, and White. A considerable number of the students air 'non- English -
speaking. The average reading level of the students is between grades ftve
and six% Nearly all of the students are in the age range .of 174 to 21. A

large proportion are high school dropouts. 0

.Selection for Clearfield is done by the U. S. Employment Service in
the urban area whdre the student lives, Most 0 the students are referred-'
to Clearfieldby U.S.E.S. if it is determined that the student has an
interest in and/or aptitude for ones of the vocations taught at ClearfieTd:
Other criteria for Job Corps selection.a e: .economic heed, not in sthool,
out of work, trainable, and not in legal rouble. Some are sent to clear=
field (the Joh.Corps) as an'alternative t a jail sentence, however.' The
staff reported that these students are gen rally-among the most-difficult
with whom they work. The staff also reported that the fit between the
student and the training progr'im is not always good. In.such_cates,
Clearfield may refer the student to a ,center that does provide the appro-
priate training.

Attendance.at C;earfield-is voluntary, and the student can terminate
at any time. The'center can also terminate a ,student. for cause but they
have a contracted upper limit of 4% center-initiated terminations.

The students are paid $30 a month living allowance at the start.
(The basic needs, food, clothing,, and shelter are provided for at no cost
to the student.) The pay can go as high as $50 a month with raises based'
,on the performance of the ttudent. In addition 49 the monthlxpay, the -

4, student has $,50 a month set aside as a readjustment allowance. They, -

receive this money when.they leave.the center. The students. must attend
the center for six months or until they complete a'progfam to receive the
readjustment allowance. as

Processes

Each Wednesday a contingent of 40-70 new students arrives at Clear-
field. The first five days are spent in the orientation phase. At this.
time the students take physiCals and placement tests. 'The placeliant tests
are in reading and mathematics and were developed for theJob Corps. The
students' also..receive orientation to the facilities and procedures of the
center:

Aften orientation, the Students theh go into an eight-day Occupational
Exploration Program (OEP). During this time they will start their academic
education and'participate in OEP. The students are in each for one-half

4 3A
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_day. They will' continue in the academic program beyond the eight days
but are in OEP for just the ceight days.

.

The purpose of 0E0 is to acquaint the -students-with the otcupations
taught at Clearfield, to teach some basic notions of safety and measure-
ments, and to, work on self-esteem.

., *. .

The self- esteem objective is accomplithedin one way.through the ,
unit on measurement. The.teacher has developed a set of. materials so that
it is virtually certain that the student will learn om studying them.

fi r :

41i

For Many of the students this experience is their t academic success 4

for a long time. The'fact that they .have a quick ac imic success seems
to be an effective confidence kuilder. The instructor does many things
to demonstrate reSpett for and confidence in each person. For example.,

the.students are lift alone to work in small groups with the understanding'
'.that they will accomplish the assigned task. This works,- which may not'
seem astounding until one remembers that these-students would probably not
function this'way in the typical `school environment.

. 0- .. . .

, After the',eight-day 6ER, the,student meet 'Att. their vocational
counselor. the counselor -'and. student work .up an employability plan. An .

octupational'goal is' established fOr'the'student,'and a plan is developed 6:

for Opining the goal. The student then enters the vocational program
thatwas identified* in the eMployability plan. The student has made a

-.-rather strong commitment to the selected vocational area by this time,
although he can change-the plan. i e

11

The student Aas,been'at the nter for two weeks when.he completes
OEP. He is.noli into bath the acad mic and vocational programs.- Typically

: the students will be inAeach*of th programs for half.of each day. ,

'Special arrangeMents 'are. made for*.stuelents.in some programs.(notahly
bakery) because:of their'unique t6ining schedule, but the time spent in. .

each area is still split 50-50. Some of the students are high school -

graduates. These°students generally* will concentrate on Vocational:train., .

ing and will' not be in the academIt program. Most of the+students are
not high schooigraduates, however, and in fatt are functioning at.a.
quite low level in terms of basiiacademic skills. ,

t) 1 tie-

61b3 . 1
Academic Program

.The academic program is highly .in'dividualized. The students are
placed in mathematics, reading, ,English, and ESL elapses according to
their performance on tests taken.during orientation. The student's '

.progressln the academic areas is determined very much by the ability and
effort of the student. Each proceeds at his'own rate under t4 guidance
and tutelage of the teacher.

Many start at or progress beyond the basic education level. For
thee students, the center has a GED preparation program and a regular
high school program. About 300 students pass the GED each year. The'
GED is issued by a testing center at.a nearby college.

41
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The high school program is accredited by the regional accrediting
agency. The high school program was instituted for two reasons. First,
some students are not old enough to take the,GED; and, second, a regular
high school diploma is valued. Although-the = center program. is accredited,
arrangements have been made go that a nearby school district confers-the.:,
diploma. The reason for this arratigement is a feeling that the students
want a diploma from a regular9high school more than one issued by a
special center. At least three courses must be taken at the public high
school to receive, a diploma from the school. Students who participate 'in
this option take the required public high school courses at'night. It'is

interesting to note that some students have successfully completed both '
the GED and the high school diploma while at Clearfield.

A
4'

During its first yeart the Clearfield Center*developed many,curricular
materials in the academic and human relations areas. These materials are '

used in the academic program along with the usually evident commercial
materials. The academic area is well-supported in terms of supplies, mater-.
'la's, and equipment.

Vocational Programs 14.

.

.durrently thereare nihe ocational programs at Clearfield: auto
mechanics, autdbody'rePair, b king, meatcutting,cookinig,'welding,
machine tool, building and gro nds maintenance, and,para-professional
training.

The vocational facilities are roOmy, clean., and seem to be well-
equipped. SomelocallbUsiness and industry'support the program by
donation 'of equipment' and work Materials. The training is as realistic
as possible. In auto mechanics and auto body repair the stddentg work
on automobiles and small engines that are brought 'for repair. The baking,
meatcutting, cooking, maintenance, and para-professional programs provide
direct service to.thecenter., Eor example, bakery products are produced
for the center and much.of the. center maintenance work is done'by the-
studentsin that program. It should be mentioned thit some of the voca-,
tional,programs are experiencing difficulty wh the high cost of materials,

. .

Instruction in the vocational ,programs ishighly individualized.-
Employability is the goal 'and'each student who Completes a program is
employable in that occupation in terms of having the entry skills. The

tenure of the,students at Clearfield is directly tied to the vocational.
program. When the student has completed a prograMt 110 is.ready. to leave.,

An impw't.ant aspect of the vocation program is the Off-Center
Work Experience. In the last six weeks, the student wIll.be.placed with
.businestes in thelsurrounding area for ,on- the -job. training'. The student
Is treated as a regular beginning employee In these situations but is-not,
paid Really all, students will'participate in this.progr* but in fact
many do.not do so. Generally there are 5040 students,in the program at
any time and .last year 399'completed OCWE of the 433 who entered it.' The
OCWE prograM seems.to be successful in that students and businesses

)
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involved are pleased. with ,the results. The fact that many students do
not partici-pat6 in OCWE is probably due to their wanting to leave the
center and lo home and the stxadOtional weeks just seem too long.

The final step in ttaihing is called pre-employment training. Here
the student spends several days doing things to help with the transition
from Corps life to the world.of work. The training, deals with things like -

"applying for a job, interviewing, holding a job; personal finances,
responding to pressures in thehome environment, and other relevant topics.

.
A monthiygraduation ceremony is held for the completers: This is

regarded as an important event by the students. Numerous awards, certifi-
cates, and diplomas are distributed in the, ceremony. *--

Group Life

Group Life is not part of the educational and training program. Net
it iS. Group Life tvally provides much of the,educational 'experience in
that this part of the program is responsible for most of the students'
time. The student is in education end training for 40 hours a week.
Group Life Is responsible for the remaining 128 hours. Group Life pro-,
vides many,activities forthe students.and.these activities are clearly
educational or directly related to the forma , educational program. The
students in the para-professivalvocational program get some of their
training through helping with Group Life activities. .

Maximum Benefits Committee.

Each dormitory has a maximum benefits committee that meets weekly.
The committee consists of counselors, 'teachers, dormitory residents, and

. .administrators. The committee reviews progress of the students and hears
requests of students for various things, e.g. changingan employability
-plan. The committee reviews each student at least once every.45 days.

Results
4 .

The Clearfield Job Corps Center is accomplishing much with Its
clientele,of'young'men. Retention and placeMent figures reflect the

'accomplishments.

The center has a retention rate of about 85 %, Most of those who
terminate will do so -in the first 30 days. This retention rate seems very
good, especially considering that many oaf, the studentsbecome homesick'on
this first trip away .from home to a very different environment.. In.num-
bers, some 250 students terminate-early each year. . .

For those who stay, the tenure Will vary from four months to two
years. Typically the student who completes will do so in 9-10 months..

It
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Placement in jobs is done by the local- U.S.E.S.. office. Most of
Vie students return to their home community. The student is told to
..report to a specific U.S.E.S. office, and the office is also notified
of the student's return. The U.S.E.S. office then does the job placement.

Some students go into the.militarY or go to college. These place-
ments are done at the center. Some 50 students each year are plged in
colleges, usually in the Utah area. Several students enlist in the mili-
tary" directly when finished at Clearfield, but the number of enlistmerits
was not available.

The, reported, placement figure for the region of -Wh-i-ch Clearfield is
a part is,a.remarkable 99%. Placement refers to job, college, or military
placement. '

Clearly the^Clearfield Job Corps Center is doing a remarkable ab
of education and training of its young, adult .male clientele.

C

A

,
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JOBS FOR PROGRESS
SER

Colorado Springs, Colorado

Overview
4

.The SER program in Colorado Springs is oriented toward providing
basic education and vocational training for disadvantaged adults. The
educational programs during the past' year were: Adult Basic*Education
(ABE), General Educational Development (GED), English as a Second
Language (ESL)0.Civil Service Exam Preparation (CSEP), On-the4ob.Train-
,ing (OJT), and. office occupations. The program also.provides job place-
ment services for the:participants.

),

Colorado Springs is a city*of about 125,000. There are several
military installations nearby and also some sizable "clean" industries.
Geherally the education and income levels are relatively high, but, as
in any city of this size, there is a sizable segment of the populatiOn
that is economically disadvantaged.

.

History

SER is a national organization that started in -1965 in TeXas through
the combined efforts' of the Amenican:GI Forum and the-eague of Lain
American Citizens. The original purpose of SER was to recruit'and place
DisadVahtagttLatin'Americans in jobs:

It sari becam6 apparent that-recruitment and iob placement.were'not
enough in. that many of the, disadvantaged did not haib---the skills to qualify
for the jobs. A reason for the deficienCy is suggested by the fact.
that thehigh school drdp-out rate for Latin Americans is* about 50%. Con-
seqUentlY SER entered.into education and training activities to help the
'disadvantaged attain a basic.repertotre of job skills. The emphasis in
the education and training has been on providing alternative forms. of
instruction.

SER piOgrams are now found in 70 cities across the United States.
Typically the SER programs`: clients are economically disadvantaged persons
of Latin American heritage.

%

The SER progrJ in Colorado Springs was started in 1968. In 1974-
75 the program provided education, training, and placement services for
174-student. The program is funded primarily- by CETA funds with some'
support from -the community and business andndustry

A

Facilities

SER is located in 6 small office building near the downtown part of
Colorado Springs. The location is accessible by car and public transportation.

. 40
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The building, has a reception room, three classrooms, and five offices.
The rooms are of good size, well ventilated, and, carpeted. The teaching-
learningenvironment is good.

Equipment and materials available in the program seem'adequate. Mbst
of the materials used are commercially available.. Equipment resources are
described more completely in the program descriptions.

Staff

In-1974 -75 there were 14 staff. members-at SER. T administration
of the program is done by a Director and.an Operation Supervisor. There
is a secretary and a bookkeeper in the administrative office. The Director
is responsible for general management of the program and for outside opera-

, tions such as obtaining funding and public relations. The Operation
SuperOsor is immediately' responsible for the recruiting, education, and
placement programs in the. center.

TWD persons work on recruitment' under an outreach program. There
are also two job developers who identify job openings and assist with the
placement of students ih jobs. Two counselors are employed. One morks
primarily with intake 4ctivities, e.g. testing and placement into educa-
tional and training Odgrams. The other counselor provides personal and
educational counseling service for students while they are in the program.

.There arse .four teachers.in the' program. One is responsible for the
basic academic instruction, a second works with the GED program, another
works with the office occupations program, and the fourth instructor is

,..involved with theCivil Service Exam Preparation.

Staff members are hired on the basis of commitment to the ideas of
SER'and some demonstrated competence in the job. The staff members may
or may not have professional preparation for the,position, e.g., teacher
certification. Staff compensation is.somewhat lower than might be.avail-
able in compaftble jobs. Also the tentative nature of the funding fcil
SER contributes to a lack of security in,the job. This situation probabl
contributes to-a fairly high staff turnover rate.

Students
.. J g rw .

... ..The SER students are screened in'terms of being economically disad-
vantaged.' Also the students are screened somewhat in terms of likelihood
of their being. placed on_a job. The CETA contract specifies a commitment
to successful placement. To meet this contractual obligation the program
tends to adMit those who have a reasonably high probability of. successful
job placement;

.,
. ..I. .

.
-%

A. As might be expected, the majority of students at SER are of Latin
merican ancestry but the program does not screen on this basis. In our
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visits we obsery d several students who were obviously from ethnic groups
. other than Lati i American. Many'of the students are wives of military

personnel.which would be expected in Colorado Springs with its large, number
of military installations.

In 197445, the program had cpntact with 174 students.' One hundred
thirty-seven of the students successfully completed the program in which
they were enrolled.

4.

Program

1 As part of the site visits to SER, three primary areas of concentra-
\ tion were examined; ABE, GED, and clerical., :The process which each student

undergoes within each of the above areas will'now be described.

Initially all applice* are screened by a team composed of the
intake counselor, jobdeverolier, ABE instructor, GED instructor, and
clerical instructor. The team designs a prelithinary plan for each student.
The plan will depend on a number of factors: previous educational exper-
iences, vocational experiences, and other pertinent information regarding
appropriate placement in SER. In addition, a student must meet need
requirements as set by CETA.

ABE. Most students'enter SER's ABE program Thii phase of
.training is open-entry, open-exit. Following qualification of a student
into ABE, their educational level is-determined bAsed on their performance
on the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT), and the. California Test of Dasic
Skills (CTBS). The WRAT is,administered to detehrine whether a student can
benefit from ABE. Students scoring.above certain levels on the WRAT are
advised to either begin GED training, or.take the GED,test. Students
scoring below 6th grade level on the WRAT are not admitted,to the ABE
program. These procedures are'used due to CETA requirements., SER must
therefore limit enrollment to those who exhibit a certain level of need

.but who also have a reasonable chance of succeeding. -The CTBS.is adminis-
tered,to ascertain functional grade levels in the following areas:

Vocabulary Computation*
A , Comprehension Concepts

Mechanics Applications,
Expression' . Reference Materials
Spelling Graphic Materials

The ,CTBS scores are assessed. and a prescription of materials is made appro-
priate to each student's level. Thestudent will than receive six different
1programs per week based on a M-W-F three-hour.schedule and T-Th three-hour
schedule. Typically a student's program will be as follows:

T-Th
Period 1 - Reading'(50 min.) Listening Skills
Period 2 - Math Spelling
Period 3 - English Punctuatfon
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All ABE instruction takes -place -in SER's learning laboratory. . The
learning labs consist of individual learning cubicles., Each cubidleis'
equipped With auto-tutorial machines, whichmay be Orqgrammed according
to the individual needs of each-student. MoSt prograNs are self-grading
for immediate knowledge of results. Other: programs' are checked by the
instructor every session-. Strong emphasis is- placed on the student
alwayslnowing hit or her. performance. Students are tested on the CTBS
every 4-5 weeks to determine normative progress.

The following educational programs were being used during the first
month_ofoperation of the learning laboratory:

Craig Reading Program

Grades 5 through college level
7

Math Prograkts.

Grades 5 through high school

Listening Skills - cassette tapes

JUnior high level through high school

Spelling

Junior high level through senionhigh

English

Grades 5 through high school

In eaeh program, a wide variety of, materials is available..

1DuringABE training, students receive a stipend of $2.00 per day and 0
$10.00 per week which is saved and given to the student with ABE completion.

Assessment of ABE. Although the learning laboratory at the time of
observation was relatively new, there was some evidence that it Was working
very well. Observations made on several occasions revealed all students
quietly and intently working at.each-cubjcle. The instructor was readily.
available whenever a question arose. At other times.the instructor worked
at preparing programs for the next sessions.

With only one month of operation with the learning lab, the present
group of ABE students had a 2.1 average school year.advancement. Reading

.speedS- and comprehension rates, increased on an average of 100 words per

minute. Math grade levels have gone in some cases beyond high school
level. The average growth of the class in math was 2.1.school years in
four weeks of time.
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Students interviewed were very enthusiastic about the'learning
laboratory.. One student mentioned that after dropping out of high school
.to sUpport a wife and child, SER was the only way he could continue his
education.while working. According to this student regarding the learning
laboratory, "It's being more on your own (as compared to high school);
and since I've been here ; -get a lot more dbne." Several other'students
also mentioned that the.programmed approach allows one to complete more
work it a smaller amount of time. In addition, all stugents.liked the
approt4h,because it was individually pacelkwith no pressure exerted upon
them.--"OPrierally, students receive up to 12 weeks of instruction before
entering GED'or clerical'instructions.

Following ABE training a student must reapply.for either GED or
clerical training. An order to be accepted a student must meet the follow-
ing CETA. requirements:

1. Head of a household,
2. Unemployed or underemplbyed.
3. Be on welfare and/or ADC (prime target).
4. Type at least'15 words per minute if a clerical applicant.
5. Have at least 8th grade level-skills.

These requirements are flexible, -depehdi rg on need, circumstances, and
ethnic balance of' a -g9en class. Applic ts are then selected by a
screening committee composed of various community groups such as Urban
League, Youth Employment Service, as well as-SER staff. 'In addition to
screening, the applicant takes the WRAT:to determine relative grade levels.
Following screening, 10 GED and 15 clerical students are selected with 2.
to.3 Alternates. The finalists are then given a final screening.. The
final screening involves interviews with the AETP. Students selected.ten0
to be those who are clearly motivated and job oriented:

GED. Ten students are gelected for GED training every 12-weeks. Due

to theTrinited number of students that may be trained at a given time, GED
is open exit only. Each GED student is in classes from 8:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. for five days a week. Typically a GED student will have the
following schedule:

M- T- W -Th -F

SRA Reading (1 hour)
Individual Reading of Selected Text 1,1 hour)
English Instruction (.1 hour}
Math Instruction (1 hour)

The remaining two hours are spent on individual tutoring with the instructor,
or working on their own. Homework assignments (which are actually done in
class) are returned the next day, and corrected.

The primary itistructiOnal materials employed in GED are as follows:
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1. Cambridge Series - 5 booklets covering literature, science,.
history, math, and English.

2. Steck-Vaughn materials - these. are used as supplemental materials.
They are in the same content areas as the Cambridge Series.' -

Students are continually evaluated4during GED training. For example, a
student receiving math instruction would be given the following sequence
of lessons: basic arithmetic, fradtions, decimals, percentages, algebra,
geometry, and introduction to new math. Following each section a student
is given e test. As there ar&fewer lessons than weeks in GED, the last'
few weeks are used to review each lesson with 'emphasis placed 'on lessons
with which the student encodntereN the most difficulty :'

GED Assessment. In the'last three years GED certificates have been
achieved by 80r out of 90 students: During the last contract year 30 out
of 40 received their GED certificates. If attrition is taken into consid-
eration, 20 out of 21 students received their.GED certificates-last year.

Students interviewed about the GED training remarked that some of
the.most'important .factors regarding the success of GED are the.flexible,
non-competitive nature of the training and the individualized approach
that is used.

Office Occupations. EVery 15 weeks a maximum of 15 students enter
clerical training- As a means of maximizing sugcess, students who enter
the program must have typing skills of at least-15 words per minute. Due
to restriction in size of classes, clerical training is open exit only.

Students receive clerical training in the following areas: bookkeeping,,

-Filing, different ,letter'lorms,,, accounting, purchasing, and business forms.

Although. the primary focus of thii program is to find each student a
job, a major goal' is to train students.tO a 50 word-per-minute proficiency.

The clerical instructor. Mentioned that if there-was more time avail::
ahle.forclerical training, a course in shorthand,wouldbe of great benefit
.for clerical students. ..

,

Students receiving either*GED or clerical training receive a stipend
of $63.40 per week.

'Office Occupations Assessment. Job placement from the clerical
training program has been quite high. During the 1974-75 contract yeAr,
63 of 82 students were place:Onto full or part-time jobs.

Students interviewed indicated strongjoh motivations. When asked

about reasons for the success of clerical training, all noted that the
Onstructor was very goodand'ahimfortarit factor for their continuing in
the program. -
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_ __ . Civil Service Exam Preparation. There was.no class operating in
this area at the time of our visit. Apparently these classes are con-
ducted at various times during the year for relatively brief Periods.
The purpose of the class is-to acquaint the student with the format and

,,.. kinds of questions that are asked on various Civil Service examinations.

..... - ..... . - - -

I

Summary-
:

- ,

SER is a program which has been quite successful, particularly among
'Latin, Americans_,_OnA-,:of the unique aspects of the program is the learning
laboratory, which was started recently. The brief experience has been
encouraging, however. The GEU'and clerical training programs appear to
be very successful. ..,

The future of the SER program is uncertain. For reasons thaw were
not apparent -to 'us, the fu9ding of the program for.this year has een cut.

Unless other funding sources are found, it,would seem that the SER program
will be phased out in the near-future.

-.1
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DENVER-OPPORTUNITIES INDUSTRIALIZATION,CENTER°
Denver, Colorado.

Overview
.

A The Denver Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC) IL a non-
profit corporation that provides education and training for disadvantaged
persons. The clientele of the Denver OIC is predominantly from:the Black
community. The center provides basic academic education through the GED
as well as specific vocational training for jobs that have been identified
as being available. The .center is also active in identifying jobs and in
providing job placement and follow-up services for the client,

History

The Opportunities Industrialization Center concept started in_Rhilar__//'
delphia in 1962 underRev.leon H. Sullivan. Reit. Sullivan felt that the
Black community was trapped in the-welfare cycle, and that:a way to break
out of the cycle was to involve employers in tfie education and training of
the unskilled, unemployed, and underemployed. The involvement of employers.
would effect contact between business and industry and the Black community
and would help to break the reliance on welfare. Other points of impor-
tance in the OIC idea were that-the program should be for disadvantaged
adults, there should be.open entry into and exit from the education and
training, and the program should be community centered.

The OIC idea was successful in Philadelphia. The idea has spread so
that a recent brochure lists OIC programs in 125 U. S.,cities and in five
other countries.

The. Denver OIC was started in 1967 by the Eait Denver-Ministerial
Alliance. It is a private, non-profit, franchised branch of the National
OIC Institute. The National Institute has little direct control over the
Denver OIC. it provides support through activities such IS management and

ak
staff training.

For several years.the Denver OIC was primarily community based. The
financial support was primarily from the community and 'from business and
industry and much effort was expended on fund-raising activities. The
business and industry:community also provided support in terms of teaching .

situations and in placement,of OIC clients on jobs.

The Denver OIC has been going through some,reorganization during the
past 1B to 24 months. The current direct4r was hired in October 1973. He

',has devoted his efforts to organizing and Staffing the OIC to-maximize
efficiency and effectiveness.

-

Present Situation

Support. The Benver OIC still Pegards itself to be community baed.
Policy is determined by a Board of Directors made up of local people.
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The program is directly responsible to this board. An Industrial Advisory
Board, which consists of 1,ocal business and industry representatives,
provides advice on education and training practices. The two boards.are
responsible for fund-raising activities and with other kTnds of support

----such as interpreting OIC to the community, and in helping to identify
training situations.

Most of'the financia .pport for OIC at present, however, is from
CETA. The OIC .con with the CETA prime spOnsor, the mayor, to provide
a designated education, training, and placement service with CETA money..
Much'of the CETA moneis used to pay the $2.10 an hour stipend to partici-
pants.

Physical facilities. Most of the OIC activities are done in two
separate locations The administrative offices, counselors, and job
developers are housed in 0 suite in the Five Poi -nts Community Center. The
building and office suite are very attractive and are situated in the heart
of the community served by OIC.. First' contact of the client withl OIC is
in the Five Points, offices. The first counseling and orientation activ-
ities are also conducted here.

The education and training activities are conducted at an elementary
school building leased from the Denver SchOol Board. The building is quite
old and is in an older neighborhood of Denver.' It is not in-the target
community so most clients cannot walk to the site. This may be considered

.a disadvantage. 'On the other hand, it has an advantage in that the'client
while in training has to learn to resolve one of the problems encountered
with a job, that of transportation.

The building is roomy and rather pleasant as older buildings often
are.. One negative factor of the building was the acoustics in,,the rooms.
The high ceilings, wood floors, and bare walls contribute to much noise
and echo. Screens or wall hangings might be used to improve the acoustics
and also brighten the place.

Some training occurs in the industrial .setting of the job. For
example, Da4ver Rapid Transit provides training in their facilities and
auto. mechanics' training is done -et industrial training sitest,

Staff. There are approximately -twenty -five persons on the'OfC staff,
at the-CT-67)cal and professional levels. The staffing pattern is rpflected
by the following table of organization. .

. [Board of 1Di

'Director

Assistant Director

Counseling
Director

Joy Development
Director

I Instructional I
Director
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. .

They Director is retired from the-Service. He has 'a considerable
amount of experience and training in the area.of management and seems well-

-. qualified,for the job. In fact, all of the staff members seem to be
well-qualified for their positionsn terms of training and..experience.
There-is an air of confidence and competence,dmong the staff. All were
able to articulate their Junctions and relationships with other positiong.

Many on the staff-arerelatively new to theitt jobs since they have ..

been hired since the reorganization in 1973. There has been little staff
turnover during the past .9 months, however, which suggests a degree of
stability. .

The salartes
positions'in.other
with vacation'time
ktaff participates
th titute.

and benefits at OIC are competitIvevith_similar"
agencies. All work a 12-month year, including teachers,

In-house staff training is 'done informally and the
.in .'formal- training in programs of the National OIC

l

here are some communication problems between the instructional"
staff a the rest of the staff. The problems are likely caused somewhat
by the ph sical separation. The problems dojnot seem serious, however, .,

but should net be permitted to worsen. One might also consider that such'
situations have,a benefit in that "lack of communicatio04an be a.useful
ratiOnalization.' The employability teams, described later in the report,
function.to keep communication flowing.

Students. There is considerable variitioncamong the students. In

terms offal characteristics, the typical student is economically dis-
advantaged, g3 years old, Black, female,-a Otade ten dro -out, and a,

mother ofqhf-ee children.' In group terms, about 60% of the students are
women.. The ethnic makeup is about 80% Blackl 10% Spanish speaking, and .-
10% from other ethnic groups. These proportions are quite consistent
with the population distribution in the target area.

The students display many of the characteristics that seem to be
associated with disadvantage. These include'a lack of-self-confidence,
some possess liinited job skills, hold expeCtations that exceed
the skills, and a capability to attain the skills that would permit
reaching the expectations.

Four criteria are used for accepting students into the program. The
criteria are listed below.

1. Disadvantaged by-Department of Labor Criteria. Eighty percent ,

of the students must be disadvantaged. This is stipulated in the CETA
contract.

2. Resident of the gity and County of Denver.
, .

3. No- evidence of current drug usage.

4. Not waiting disposition of a, court case.
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The first two criteria are used rather specifically, but criteria
three and four are more.guidglines than criteria. It would be too costly
to check these criteria carefully. Criteria three and four are important,
however', in that students admitted with either of the problems are diffi-
cult to place and thus have a negative effect on OIC's meeting the terms
of the CETA contract. If a student fails to satisfyhe criteria, OIC
does 'try to help them by job placement or by referral:.

One.staff member felt that applicants to OIC could be classified
into one of four categories as follows:

1. High school graduate -high motivation.

2. -ff61-&-§Fidale - high motivation.

3. Noka graduate - low motivation.

4. Loser.

The OIC' tends to work more with applicants in the first two categoties.
This is partly by choice (such types are easier to work with and more
rewarding) but also because success is optimized with such.persons and the
quota system used by CETA exerts ressure on OIC to .have successes.

Many staff members indicate a_fee14-Rg-that the cl-tunteld
changed somewhat_sInce the progra 'started to operate with CETA funds.
They feltg some clients were articipating primarily to receive the
stipend and were not motivated to entering the world of work on a sustained
hasis.. Some staff felt, however, that the stipends were not affecting the
kind of applicant. There was als mixed response among the students. Some

indicated that the stipend'was a primary' consideration, and others said
that their getting the stipend was not important to participation in the
program.

There are usually about 100 students.in the program at any one time.
The program serves about 350 students each year.. At any time there are
about 150 names on a waiting list to get into the program. 'A student is

usually in the program about months although there is considerable
variation in this figure.

*

The program 'goal is to place about 25 students in a job each month.
Even with high unemployment this yeare the program is placing somewhat
more than go students each month which is 90% of 'the goal.

to'

Process

In this section, we have attempted to describe the processes used
- at .OTC. The processes are described frn each of the four functions;

administration, counseling, job deyelopment, and instruction. g. .

AdO4istraion. The Director is responsible for overall direction
of the program. He devotes time to public relations efforts and to
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identifying sources of mone for the program. The Assistant Director
manages the internal operations of the program. The prograth seems to
operate very efficiently. Accountability is emphasized, and the, admin-
istratots have developed effective procedures for staff to report their
activitiesand outcomes. The Administration runs a rather "tight ship,"
yet the atmosphere is relaxed while busy. The administrators seem to have
an open door policy in terms of their availability to staff and clients.

J
. . Counseling. The counseling and orientation functions are very

important to the success of OIC. The operation can be well-described by
taking a client through the process.

.

A neW,client will usually come to OIC for the first time oh a
Tuesdayas one of a group of 6-10 new clients. The client will first
have a take-in interview that is designed to'both collect and give infor-
mation. The client is advised of the criteria for admission and of the
program in general. Biographical information is obtained from the client
i the interview.-

Following the interview the client takes the Basic tccupational
Literacy Test (BOLT). 'This Usually takes about 21/2 hours. The test is
not used for screening. Rather it is scored and the results are used for
early counseling activities.

.N

The neit day the client win meet in a group with the'pther new
starters for a discussion of OIC. The Vocational Exploration Group (VEG)
materials are administered and discussed. The VEG materials provide
information regarding job interests and goals:.

In the afternoon the client will meet with a counselor to discuss
the results of the BOLT and other information. The counselor relates the
BOLT results to the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT). The client
is encouraged to interpre the information personally. -The counsellors
str s the positive aspects of the-information in this session to-= counter-
aci e rly diScouragement.

The prithary task of the third day, is to complete an "Employability
Plan." The counselor and client work together to establish education,
training, and job goals and the plan for attaining the *goals. When the
plan is completed the counselor and client both sign it. An interesting

4 feature orthe plan is a'section called "Realistic Losses."' In completing
this section, the client is obliged to consider the losses or trade-offs
that will coffie,from participating in the OIC program. Examples of losses
are loss of leisure time, time with-family, transportation costs, etc. .

The followingionday the client is assigned a permanent counselor.
The, assignment is usually on a random basis: The permanent counselor will
mon-itor the progress of the client in training and.will meet with her/him
indiyidually for a half-hour to hour period each week. The client will
start the training at this time. Typically they wilt take a "Jobology"
class during the first week and begin to get a real sense of the education
and training program. 1:
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Instruction.' The student in the ,education and training program. .

will usually participate in three'kinds of educational actiyities. -They
will be in a Jobology class. This class is designed' to teach about the.
world of work and help the student develop skills that are important in
applying for and entering a job situation.

The student will also be in Basic Education. '1-lre the student
learns the math, English, reading, and other academic' skills that are
important to the particular job for which the student is striving. The
Basic Education area of OIC is an important and quite unique aspect of
the program. The uniqueness is that the materials used have been developed .

by the staff on the basis of job analyses. For example, a job analysis
has been made of a cashier's position. The analysis was.done to reveal
the math, reading' and .;English skills that were necessary to the job. The
Basic Edudation materials were then developed to teachthose skills. Over
the years, the instructional staff has developed a number of these Basic
Education packets that are'used in an individualized manner for teaching.

The focus cf Basic Edu ation is the job rather than a diploma or
the GED. Some students do p ogress to take. the GED,.however, and the
success rate is high for tho e who take

The third kind of activity is -the job training. 'Training is pro-.
,,vided at the center in three, areas; PBX; keypunch, and.cashier. Drafting.

was taught at the center,-'but has been diScontnuedbecauSg of limited
job opportunities. The center has, rather 'good equipment for doing the
training in the three areas. The job training program is ats6.quite
specific. For example, the cashidr training will be done to teach the
specific procedures of the.company that will likely employ the student.

As Indicated earlier 4n the report; some training .B done in the
business-or industry. For example, the OIC has worked closely with Denver
Rapid Transit in education and training of bus drivers. The driver train-
iqg aspect is done at Denver Rapid' Transit.

. Job development. The job developers-work out'of the admiftistrative
offices. As the name suggests, the purpose of this function is to work
on identification of jobs and placement of students. The'job developers
spend 50-75% of their time in the field. Presently the OIC has about'70
Contacts With which they-work to provide job opportunities for the
students. The'.iffedtiveness of the job developers is attested to by the
fact that they reported more job openings than could be filled by OTC..
This is quite a record considering the present employment- situation.

The job developers strive to-align peOpne with jobs to optimiZe
the competitiveness of the person and the job market and the satisfaction
of the student. "They feel that the "Jobology" class is very important to
effecting early successful adjustment on the job. They 'provide consider-
able support for the student when-the student goes out, for interviews and
during the first few weeks on the job.
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Another important aspect of the work of the.job developer.is to
work with the busi ness in helping them integrate the new employee into"
the job. For example, they will work with supervisors on helping them
to reduce discriminatory practices in the work situation.

Employability team. Each student at OIC has an employability team
made up of a counselor, teacher, and job developer. The team meets
regularly to dikuss each student's progress in OIC.. The teams also
discuss program operations. Written reports of'each meeting are kept tin-- ------
file.

Summery

The Denver'61C.is clearly having.a beneficial effect in its work
.with disadvantaged persons.. A sizable number of individuals are receiving
education and training that ls.of immediate benefit to them in terms of

placement. The OIC tends to work with those who have-a good prognosis
for success rather than:the hard-core unemployed. This is probably an
optimal use of the funds available although there is concern that the
"hard-core" are not being reached.. It should be mentioned, however,' that
OIC does 'try to serve in some way all who come. If they are not admitted °

to the OIC program, they may be helped with job placement or referral -to
another program. In terms of-futdre plans, the OM staff indicated some
interest in expanding to permit them to reduce the size of the wafting.
list: There are also plans'to improve the instructionaTlacility,-and .

they are-continually concerned with expansion of the job training programs
to provide more alternatives for'the studentf.

O
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Overview

CONCENTRATED EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
/ Butte,-Montana.

The CEP Program in Butte is unique because of its very close
relationship with the emplOyment'serviCe. In a manner of speating, the
CEP'Program is the education arm of the Butte CETA progroi even though
it is administered by the Butte Vocational - Technical Center under a
contract with CETA. There is business and industry involvement with the
program in the form .of their being on the advisory committelprovision
of traieing situations, and provision of-staff fortraining:programs.

.

Butte is a strong union town and its economy is dominated by the
mining industry. Presently there is a high. unemployment-rate,in -the
area because the mines are reducing production or closing. The community
is rather close-knit; many of the people we met were natives of-Butte. \.i..!

They seemed to have a special pride and-attachment to the community. ;

Theschools have a history of airelatively high drop-out rate, but the
reason.for this was not evident. The population of Butte is quite cosmo-
politan in terms of ancestry froeta number of European countries. The
population of persons from the ethnic groups commonly-regarded as minority
ia sMall. 0

History

The forerunner of. the current program was$a program started in 1967
with funding from the Welfare Office. 'Since that time.the program has
been supported by MIA, CEP, and now CETA funds. In the present arrange- 4,

ment, the school distridt contracts with the Department of Labor to
provide education and training'by the VocationalTechnical Center for
those referred by CETA. Business, industry, and labor have considerable
input into the prograph

An interesting 309b project.was done in Butte from 1970' to 1973.
This project demonstrated 'a procedure for taking ABE to the home or
neighborhood. The 309b project was qUite successful, and it is likely
that the present program is benefitting from the favorable impact of the
demonstration project.

Facilities

The CEP Program has "'good space allocation,in a building th t was
formerly a secondft school. The building is'near, the downtown a a of
the city and there is easy. and quick access to it frdm anywhere i the,
city. CETA is also housed in the building which facilitates communication
between the two programs. The building is roomy and is vimAl-maintained.
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In terms of Supplies, equipment, and materials, the staff all
indicated satisfaction with what they had. 7he.pro9ram has a.good
assortment of audio-visual materials and equipment for the office train-
ing program.. The teachers had a good assortment,of teaching materials,
most of which were commercially rather than locally produced.

Staff

'
There are five teachers and a director on the staff of the Butte

CEP PrOgram. .One secretary serves assupport staff for the program. .

The teachers and director are all certified teachers and are employees
of the Butte school district. The program isunder theDirectorOf the

°Butte Vocational-Technical Center. The contract that the CEP staff ,

rmembers have is unique in that they are' paid by the day rather than a
yearly salary. The pay schedule is competitiye with comparable salaried
positions, and the CEP staff receives.most'of the fringe benefits of the
district. The staff is employed for 12 months, and, since the pay is on
a daily basis, they do not have paid vacations as such.

_
.

The direCtor and four of the five teachers have been with the
program for several years. One teacher was newly hired this year. One
of the teachers was a director of the demonstration project mentioned
earlier in this report. The teachers are all men, they are natives of
Butte or the surrounding area, and most ate graduates of the same college.
A female teacher has been hired for the.coming year.

tudents move in and Out of the program continuously so thatone
essent al characteristic of the staff members is flexibility oradapta-
bility. The teaching situation changes daily which requires that the
teacher is able to adapt one, daily basis. The staff members itidicated
that in hiring a new teacher they would look for the following: (a) .

, being a certified teacher, (2) adaptable, (3) genuine interest in people,
and.(4),able to establish an iindividualizesi teacher-learner relatidliship
on more of a colleague thamauthoritarian basis. .

$.

The .State,Office of Adult Education provides in- service. training
programs for,ABE staff twice a year. The CEP staff participates in this
in-service,: There is little formal training within the program. With
six staffHmemberg; however, there is a considerable.amount of interaction
and support among the staff which'is.a form of informal in-service
treining.

Utidents

Last year there were 834 students enrolled in the program at some .

time. At-any one time there are about 60 -75 students in the program.

:.The majority of the students are referred to the program by the -
CETA Office. The prOgram does admit a few walk-ins and a few who have

. so
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been referred by vocational-rehabilitation. .More than 90% of the students
are CETA referrals, however:,. The basic criterion that CETA uses to
determine whether A person qualifies for- the program is being economically
disadvantaged..

The students ere'typically'from minority groups and are high school
. .

drop-outs. The age distribution is bi-modal with most of the students
being younger than 22 or older than 45. It was reported that More younger

- students are in the programnow than in the past. The reason forthis
is not clear but it was' speculated that two factors are contributing to
this situation. First, the younger worker is likelytd be laid off first
so that in the present situation the unemployed tend to be the younger
workers. Second, there is somemigration to Montana of young people .

because it is regardedas a, nice place to live (no smog, big city proglems,
good outdoor recreation;ete.). They arrive without a jobior any prospect
of one and it does not take long for them to establish residency and the
fact that they are economically disadvantaged. :.

The teachers report that the younger students are generally not as
motivated as tbe,older students. The younger, students tend to be in a
hurry to get a job and are not especially interested in obtaining education
and training.

A stipend'of.$2.10 an hour for a 30 hour week:is paid to each $tu-
dent in the program.. Stipends have been paid.in ,the program since its
inception in 1967. Stipends are paid only to. the CETA referrals.

Program

There are several componAents to the education and training program.'
They Are.discussed under the general headings of Basic Education, Office'
Train41,,kiVing Skills, and Special Training Clasies.

-Basic Education. Instruction is provided in the-five general areas
of the GED; English, mathematics, reading, social science,, and science.
The basic education program tends to'be GED orientedbecausemost'of the
students are high school -drop -outs. The students start in Basic Education,
however, at the appropriate level as determinedty placement tests:
Students generally spend about half their:time in Basic Education although
some (especially high. school graduates) will not take Basic Education.

Office Training. Experience has demonstrated that there is a'
steady demand for office workers in the Butte area and that many persons
have some' background in office skills. Consequently the program has
established an on-going program for office work that is designed priM4-ily
to update or refresh existing skills and to expand the students' reurtoire
of skilli in this area. The student will work on typing, business mach-
ines, bookkeepibg, shorthAnd,nkgeneral office practices in this class,

The teachers in this area have designed the class primariTk.for the
person who needs updating or refreshing of skills. Student's with no
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skills in the office area are admitted, however, and the teachers report
good success with such students as well, especially 'in typing, business
machines, and some areas of office practice, .

Livid Skills. The program has developed a good course.on what
we have ca e iving skills. Topics included in this-course are things
such at change making, consumer education, obtaining,a job, interpersonal
relations, etc. A variety of techniques are used. such as audio-visual
packages, field trips,'outside\speakers,.,and group'processes. The course
has evolved into an important aspect of the education and training program.

,,t 'Special Training Classes. The &Ate area constitutevayelatively
small job market so that it is.not efficient to proyide continuous training
programs. Consequently the training programs; .except for office training,
are' provided once or twice a year. Specialktraining progra have been
offered in the following areas; waitress, service station at ndant,
nurses' aide, 'psychiatric aide; counselor aide, and pretrai g for anIt
LPN program. Classes in these areas' are established when'it i9 determined
that there is job demand. .

. The director of the CEP Program is responsible for initiating and
organizing the programs. He identifies the need for the pr9grams and
arranges for, the facilities and teaching staff. CETA will.identify and
refer the students.

Business, industry, and other employing agencies are quite involved
with the.special training classes.. Often the classes will be held in the
industrial setting. If the classes are held at the CEP facility, the
equipment and materials used are often provided by.business and industry.
Also the teaching staff for the special training classes typically.are
from ,the business/industry setting.

Procedures
.

In this section we have attempted-to portray the operation of thes.....'
CEP Program by.followIng a student through the program._

The first contact of the potential student is-with the Employment
Service, 'specifically the CETA office. The'top priority of the whole'
program' is to place the `individual on'a job and if .possible this it done
immediately. More often, however, the individual needs counseling,
education, and training before job placement can be accomplished.

The CETA.pffice has a two-week orientation and assessment program
in which most of the individuals participate. This program is operated
by counselors and job development specialists in CETA. Through group
processes and individual ,counseling the CETA program strives to.provide
a practical orientation to the world of work and to help the individual
set goals in-the form of an rployability plain,

62
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At the end of the two-week period one of several things might occur
depending on the job situation and the individual's goals. The individual
might be placed on a job, enter an on-the-job training program, go to a
Job Corps Center for training, enter a hold status in a temporary job
until a training program is opened, enter th CEP Program for education
and training, or terminate contact.

About 46% of the individuals who are involved with'CETA are referred
to the CEP Program for education and training. The CETA counselors and
job development specialists maintain contact with those who enter the tEP
Program. They along with a teacher and a 'student make up a team that
regularly reviews progress of the 'students in CEP and provides support for
the student.

e"

Typically the student referred to CEP will start on a Monday morning.
The student is tested to determine placement in the Basic Educationcourses.
The CEP staff have determined the tests that have been successful for pre-
dicting appropriate placement.

The students then start right away into the education and training
program. They follow a specified class schedule that typically involves
then in Basic Education for a half. day and job training for a half day.
The schedule is structured0.but within the classes them,. is almost complete
individualization.

The tenure of students in the program varies from a.few days to six
months. The modal tenure period is three months. Placement on the job
is tee primary goal of the program and also of most students. Consequently
when! a job opportunity arises the student is informed and they will usually
take advantage.of the opportunity: If they do take a job their association
with the program is usually ended. . They have the opportunity to continue.
with education and training at the Vocational7Technical Center. There is
not much evidence that many do this, however.

Despite the relatively short .tenure iii the program, a surpHsingly:
large number do obtain the GED.. Nearly 100 students have obtained the GED `

-in the past two years. About 80% of the students pass the GED on the-
first administration.of the test.

The program keeps good records on the student while in the program.
The records reflect the high turnover rate. In a typical month, about
4P% of the students enrolled in the program at any time during the-month
are still in the program at the start of the next month. This seems to be
an extraordinary turnover rate and certainly emphasizes the need fol4 the
teacher to be adaptable and fleiible. At should be mentioned that the
-turnover,is caused primarily.4 job placement and pot' by dropping out of

1

the progra ..

.

. The tmosphere in the .CEP Program is-very much typical' of a school
-atmosphere Some adalt educators suggest that adults will not respond
well to such an atmosphere. The students at CEP, seemed to be. very com-
fortable in the setting. There was an air of.busyness among the students.
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They came into the Classes and commenced work on their.own withainimal
direction. ,Perhaps the school atmosphere is useful in'that it is a
familiar setting and the student does not have to adjust to strange
procedures.

Summary

The Butte CEP.Program has established a historxdpf uccessful educa-
tion and training of economically disadvantaged persons : *Tbe program
demonstrates how the goVernment agencies, and business.and.
industr.:/ can work together to provide.assistance for,,the,unemployedand
underemployed.

The program operates on the philosophy that'education andtraining
are means, not ends. The primary goal of job pl'acement is'accepted and
the program is operated on the premise that job placement has priority
over attaining educational goals, e.g. attaining the.GED..

The CETA personnel regard the CEf'Program as one that meets their
needs very well. Strengths of the CEP Prograutthat were spetifiealli.
mentioned were: (1) highly personalized instruction; (2) open-endedness
of the progi-am, (3) efficient in terms of progressing.well with each'
student in a short period of time, and (4) effective in the sense that
most,of.the students are ready: for entry level jobs after being in the
training prograMs.'

The CEP Program is committed contractually,to providing-educatiOn
and training programS for 100 students each year.- As'indicated earli4r.
in this description, the program had contact with 834 'students 'last year.
The fact that tenure of some students is very, short,'howeVer, suggests
that the program did not really provide,educatidh and tra4ning\for'834
students. If one assumes that 300 of-the students had a significant
amount of education and training, the per student costs are about $600.
Such a figure suggests.that the cost/benefit ratio for the prOgram is
very favorable.'

The program staff have some ideas for the future., to better-provide
for student needs: Some staff .feel that a recreational-avocational pro-
gram would be useful. They feel that successful job placement'IS.not
.just a function of having job skills. Thg job is part of the' total, life -

space of the individual'and having leisure time skills may be,very'
important in effecting successful adjustment in 'a work situation. ,Some:

staff also indicated 'that the office training program might well be.
expanded to include training irk- computer - related jobs.

The Butte ptograth is not 'a massive progpami''.-1Ettkiels: seem to le one,:-

.however, that is 'quite appropriate for a medium -sized city.
116
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INTERPRETIVE SUMMARY

Clearly there is no one way to be successful in working with adultsi,:
in an educational process. There is much variation,among these nine
programs, yet each is successful. Variation is seen on dimensions such
as structure or organization, being job oriented or not, full-time or
part-time, paid staff oryolunteers, use of eduCational materials, and
other dimensions. Frequently one reads certain caveats. regarding adult
teaching and learning. The descriptions of the.programs are encouraging
in the sense that they" support a conclusiomthat there. are many effective
ways to teach and )earn, no one of which can be demonstrated to be the
best way.

4

.
4 '

41 There are commonalities as well As differences among the nine pro-
grams. The commonaities'and.differences are discussed in the remainder
of illiT section.

,

.

. There are three general themes among-the programs in terms of purpose.
The general purpose common to a number 'of theprogtams_is job preparation.

. Adult Basic Education is included in these programs to prOv4de_the literacy
skills .,necessary for e try level jobs. All but one of these piiigrams are

.44-5

closely tied to Federa employment.programt, specifically Job Corps and
CETA.'

a

A second theme common to several programs is preparation for the
ED. The high school ,diploma or equivalency is valUed highly by. many

adults who have not achieved it. Certainly high school,completion-has
implications for enh6nced occupational opportunity, but it seems that
attainment of the diploma or equivalency is valued independent of its
utility. High school graduation has attained the status of an initiation
rite into adulthood in our culture, and perhaps many adults 'feel incom-
plete without it.

A third general theme is to use Adult Basic Education to provide
the student-.with skills that enable them to participate effectively in
the.pciety and culture.- Two of the programs are espedially oriented in
this way,

The themes d6 not represent discrete categories so that each program
can be clearly classified ipto one or the other. - Clearly eachsprogram
provides education and training experiences that are relevant to each
theme. The programs do'differ in terms of relative emphasis on the themess.
however. .

Individualization of instruction is one feature common to all of the'
pro0.affis; When adults enter the programs, some kind of assessment is made
of the level at-whtch-the person is functioning. Some programs use° tests
such as WRAT.or BOLT for this assessment, others dprit more infofmally,
through teacher- student interaction. The.student is then given materials
to study individually and progress in the 'material is-monitored regularly...

-1
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Seldom is the Instruction in a, group format. Students seem to respond
well to this pattern of instruction_ The students in these:programs
seemed to be very-much oriented toward learning relevant skills rather
than toward satisfying psychological needs by participating in group
processes.'

Two of the programs provide counseltng services for the student's.
Both are programs designed for a disadvantaged, unemployed clientele. The
counseling is very pragmatic and emphasizes overcoming baeriers tccjob
placement. The .extent. to which counseling services should be included as
part of adult education programs is presently a point of discussion. Such
a' service was not expected .or requested by the students in most of the
observed programs. This doet not provide an argument against counseling.
It does suggest, however, that participants in the programs expect educa-
tion and training, not therapy.

Other aspects of thts expectation were observed. There seems to be
a concept of "school" and "education" that adults have learned. It is
argued at times that undereducated' adults have a negative-feel toward the

.' typical school environment'because_they associate it with ,failure. Yet
the adults in the nine observed programs were functioning very wellin.an
environment that was very much like the typical school in. many Ways.
Furthermore, the adult students were positive toward the situation. They1.
expected didactic instruction, tests, textbooks; those,things_that_signi-
fted being taught.

An important factor.seemed to be-that they were successful, that it,
they were learning and they knew -it. Two OrOgrams-have planned into the
curricultin a learning experience in the fits_t few days that is a success
for all. The content is useful, but-of most importance is thii the eiTer-
ience.teaches the students that'they can learn.. This kind of thing 'seems
to be a.good idea;

All of the programs are using the variety.of published.ABE, GED, and
.ESL.materials. The reaction to the materials is mixed. Each set of
materials is liked by some but not liked by others. Generally it appears
that the available materials are reasonably adequate. The most common
criticism of available materials is that they do not:relate to specific
situations such as to jobs.

Many of the programs have developed their own materials. Generally
this is done-in order to better relate the academiF skills to a specific
concern such as a job.' This seems to be useful, especially in view of
the individualized nature of the instruction. On the other hand, the
students generally seemed to be neutral toward,whatever materials were
being used.

.

,
.

There were commonalities and differences among "the staff df the pro-.
grams. Teachers and administrators had to be flexible and adaptable in

order to work effectively with the variety of stOdeilts and circumstances.
They also shared a belief in the social utility of their work. Patience
was t-common virtue. Perhaps the one common charadteristic of teachers
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whiailed was impatience with what they were accomplishing. Several

programidivectors commented that often individuals who were motivated by
'.a strongNsense of social mission quit when ,they found they could not
effect an immediate impact.

Generally thosd'programs that operated on a daily, full-time
attendance basis employed professionally trained teachers. Such programs
paid salaries that were competitive. .1)&t-time programs were less likely
to hire certified teachers. The two volunteer programs had persons from
a Variety of backgrounds as teachers. All of the programs had'administra-
tive staff who were trained in education or closely, related fields.

It does not appear critical that a teacher of adults be trained as
a teacher. It is important, however, that teachers can deal with decisions 001,

about scope and sequence of materials; diagnosis of learning problems, and
appropriateness of materials. A professionally trained person on the staff
is important for making or assisting wit such decisions and.training
teachers to make them.

The programs with paid staff all ad provition for in-service train-
ing of staff. Training usual cussed on'the topics mentioned in the
preceding paragraph and aling with, specific cultural characteristics..
Often the program staff were of a cultural background similar to that of
the students, This was not generally true,. however, but dissimilarity of
cultural background did not seem to be a problem where'it was observed.
Staff and students toad to relate well to each other, but perhaps among
committed adults any cultural.block can be quickly overcome. It is perhaps
relevant to vote that the relationship between teacherF and students
generally was business-like and task oriented. Close-personal relation-
ships were `not common. The Student's attended to learn', theteachers.were.
there to teach, social-needs'were satisfied elsewhere -. ---- ---'"

In-service training was a problem for the volunteer programs. It

4 was difficult to get participation from volunteers who have already
Am:omitted a substantial amount of time to, teaching.

One kind of background occurred often enough among the program staff
to merit comment. Several programs had staff who were retired military
personnel.. The training, discipline, and experience of these people
seemed to be very appropriate for thi task. Perhaps this is a talent pool
that is not being tapped as well as it might be.

Recruitment of students was notas critical a problem among the pro=
grams as we expected. Most of the programs seemed to have as many students'
as they could handle with the available staff and facilities.' Two of the
programs hadwaitinglists, All of the programs advertised in,the usual
media, but personal recommendation from ex-students seemed to be most
effective for recruiting. The fact that the programs have demonstrated
success is, the reason why the recruiting' problem is not critical. It

should be mentioned that the.programs that receive CETA money are under
much pressure-to meet established goals in the form of quotas. This tends
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to make these programs somewhat'selective.in recruiting in order to
optimize the likelihood that the.quotas will be reached.

.
Generally the students were from disadvantaged groups and also from

ethnic minorities- Black, Spianish surnamed, and Indian were relatively'
more common than Anglos. The sex.distribution was about WWI across the
programs except that the Job .Corps program is for males only. The age
range covered adulthood with the modal range Being in the 30's: The one
thing about. the students that most impressed us as we observed the pro-
grams was the purposiveness of the students. They attended the programs
to learn and they set about to do just that. Whether or not they achieved
a' certificate, diploma, or GED,Ahe'programs are effective in helping the
students achieve.the status of being -independent learners.

. A recent publication) portrayed ABE as a "last gamble" Of. the
participants in.education. The theme is interesting', but it does.not
reflect our feeling,after studying these nine programs. The students
did not convey an impression of hopelessness. They were confident and
the'ttaff members were confident. Rather than a "last gamble" we would
portray these nine programs as "sure bets" to provide opportunities for ..

-the participantS. None of the programs is p perfect'model, but each is
affecting adults positively and each is worthy of examination for ideas
about materials and proceddres. .We are confident that these nine are
representative of a much larger population of siinilarly:.effective programs,

3
.J. Mezirow, G. Darkenwala, and A. Knox. Last Gamble on Education.
Washington, D. C.: Adult Education Association of the U.S.A.,-1975.
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APPENDXX A

PROGRAM 'OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEW FORMS
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I. Facilities

A. Main building (comment on follOwing):

. Size

C

65-

. OBSERVATIONAL SCALE

%A.

Physical condition (e.g., paint, plumbing, fixture's, lighting)

Location (is Wilding easy to get to; parking adequate, etc-.)?..

Acoustics, other observations,

c

B. Classrooms

Size. (overcrowded, undercrowded)

Adequacy of furniture ,(chairs, tables, desks, chalk boards)

Lighting, acoustics, ventilation, etc.

Other comments

70



Observational Scale, 66

Educational material (amount, books, etc.)

C. Instructional facilities

General desdAption of instructional facilities and equipment (physical'
condition of existing equipment)

Needed additional equipment

Additional comments

'II. Personnel.'

A. Class sizes (overloaded, undersized)

=

B. Learning environment. Is general learning.environment conducive to
learning? Explain.

71.
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67
Observational Scale .

C. Interpersonal relations

-General description of teacher-student relationships

.

0

General description of teacher-teacher relationships
II

0

General description of student-student relationships

\

General comments or summary of learning climate, e.g.,overheard
attitudes, criticisms,'syengths, etc.

,

a

.
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l'. Name

68

STUDENT INTERVIEW' FORM 4.

2.- How long have you-been involved in this progt'am?

3. How did you first get involved?

4. Would you, or have you recommended this program to others?

5. 'What has this program done for you?

hat; do you intend to do when you complete? (Educationally and

vocationally)

7.. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the program?
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ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT FORM

1. How long has your program been in existence and discuss some of its
developmental history?

1. b, Funding - source cif foding, approximate annual budget, approxtmate
funding in followiing categories!.

Administration
*Teaching,staff
Educational Materia s and Equipment

2. How many personnel are involved in each of the following areas?;

Student Participants' Aides/Volunteers
Administration/Managemept Ounselors/Siaison
Teachers/Instructors,

3. What yearly' percentage growth do-s foresee in your program, based on
what indicators?

4. 'In contrast to the above question, what yearly percentage growth do
you foresee in order to keep pace with community needs (business,
industry needs)?' And to,what extent*, you feel you-are meeting
these needs? (\

S. Briefly describe the process uotler which students are selected for your

program..

6. Wow many studylparticipants are selected/rejected, how often, and why?
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Administration and Management Form

7.. 'List programs available to students and courses. you plan to offer in.
the future:

vo .

8. How are teachers/instructors selected (information on teachers' areas .

,of concentration, years of prior experience, etc.)?

9. Approximately how many teachers are currently employed by your program
and hoW. many are hired and dismissed each year?

10. Does your organization provide in-service training for teachers? Are
any training opportOnities provided?

11. Do you foresee growth's -the number of teachers in the future?

12. Briefly.outline placement procedures for students who have completed
_training in your program. .(Ask where appropriate.)

U.
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Administration and Management Form

13. Do yo0 have any recent data regarding your program's success (that is,
has your organization or external agency conducted an evaluation of the
progress,of your program)?

14. Do you gather follow-up information on your former students? How, and
general description of typical results?

15. List some of the consumers (businesses or iOdustries) of your program.
(Where appropriate.) Also, if possible, get names and addresses where
individuals may be contacted. for follow-up 'interviewing.

.

r

16. *List some names and; ddresses of former students and if possible, those
who did not complet

I

the program for possible follow-up interviewing.

1

p.
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Administration and Management Form
'16

72:'

17. 'Summarize some of the strengths and weaknesses of the program.

18e Which of the following services are proiided by your program for students?

Day Care Facilities'
Trantportdtion
Interviewbiob Placement Counseling-
Health Pr gram
Lunch Prog"ram
Social Activities

19. On a fi of point scale, give an Overall rating of the following:

Facilities

11

Stud n t'

Tr i ni ng

Placement
(where appli-
cable)

Administration

High.

1 2 3 4

1

1

2

2 3

4

4

Low

.
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INSTRUCTOR AND TEACHER FORM
AIDES-AND*VOLUNTEER FORM,

1. What area(s) do you teach?

2 listcyour.previous professional (teaching) experiences.

3. How long have you beeh teaching in the current program?

4. How were you selected fors the program?

S. How many students do you teach per session?

6. Briefly outline how the program works.

7. Summarize the strengths and areas needing improvement of the program
0 (e.g., placement, selection, etc.).

8.. What specific skills are required to sbccessftilly teach the students
in this program?,.

O
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Instructor and Teachdi: Form .

9. What future directions should the program take?
-

,

a

.

SI

10. List some former students who you have taught.in the program (for later
contact).

.

-4

11. List some personnel in industry for ,possible interviews regarding the
program. .

4

12, Give,your overall rating of he program (on a scale of 1-5).

.-- _.......,,,.._

79
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3USINESS AND INDUSTRY FORM

. Outline the history of your. company's involvement with-the. program.

. Estimate the total number of students from the _program who have been
employed by your company.

3: What is the current number of.former students employed by your company?.

4. .Briefly outline how the program works.

5. How do you select students from the training program?

f

d

6: How do the ;graduates from the program compare with other workers (at the
same level of employment) in terms of: work quality, attrition,
absentees, tardiness, etc.?

-13 0
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Business and Industry ForM

7. Summarize the strengths and areas needing improvement.of the program..

8. What future directions should the training program take?

9. What observable benefits have resulted from the students' participation
in the training program,for your company?

10. Give your overall rating of the training program (on.a scale of 11).

6
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